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CABLE TV

Lack Rides
Geraldo Wave

To Greater
Power at NBC
News chief gets
bigger role in cable
networks as he
helps keep CNBC
star in the stable
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TBS Making
good on 4th -

OIL Slump
Advertisers get
extra spots after
prime -time ratings
take a hit from
`Coach' reruns
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Gets a Boost
Investment by
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as aid to Spanish -
language network
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In December 1992,
TCI's John Malone

announced the concept
of the 500 -channel

system. Its time has
finally come, but the

debut will be slow and
maybe even painful.

PAGE 24

FCC Set to Punt
Hearing on contested licenses goes nowhere PAGE 6

MARKET
INDICATORS

National TV: Quiet
Most fourth-quarter
sealer business
wrapped up weeks Ego
at up to 20 percent
increases over upfront
pricing. First-quarter
scatter business was
net expected to star
flpwing until this week
a: tie earliest.

Net Cable: Building
Fast -quarter scatter is
act ve among the gen-
eral -entertainment
nets. Drugs, autos,
movies and packaged
goods are speridiu.
CPMs are around 6
percent above upfront..

Spot TV: Mixed
Su Dstantial actiwity
continues for first
cuarter as buyers try
to elace the bulk of
Heir business befo-e
tie holiday lull sets in.
Many shops await
November -sweeps
de nos to gauge what
ge:s spent wheire.

Radio: Warming
After a Thanksgiving
IJI , buying is on for
the first quarter. Autos;
are moving faster.

Newspapers: Strong
National advertising
rose 18 percent in Cc:-
ob:er; trend seen contin-
uing into '98.1Compu-
ers, software, financiers
and travel lead the way.
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SEE A DIFFERENT GAME.

The best team in sports

is changing its uniform

this week. When you

pick up the December 8

issue of the new
Sporting News, you'll

see a physically differ-

ent magazine - a
redesigned, stitched

and trimmed, full -

color weekly where

ads pop right off the page.

The Sporting News gives you a

deeper, sharper perspective on

sports so you can see a different

game. You get all

the teams, the
stats, the strate-
gies, every week, in

season and out. It's
coverage you won't
find in any other
sports magazine.

That's why readers

spend more time with

The Sporting News,

and more time with your ads.

To find out how seeing a different game

can benefit advertisers, call Fran Farrell

at The Sporting News at 212-779-5656.

www.sportingnews.com



SEE A DIFFERENT MAGAZINE.
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AT DEADLINE

3 Radio Giants Seeking Research Group
Three of the country's top radio groups have expressed interest
in purchasing an equity stake of at least 51 percent in the Re-
search Group of Seattle, a representative of the analysis firm
said last week. Capstar Broadcasting Partners has reportedly
been in negotiations to acquire the Research Group, a privately
held company valued at $25 million that has several radio con-
glomerates, including Capstar, as clients. Capstar officials
declined to comment about any current involvement, and
Research Group chairman and CEO Larry Campbell declined
to name possible buyers or investors due to confidentiality
agreements. A Cox Radio spokeswoman said that
her firm is not among possible suitors.

Prince Pays Price to Go Global
Rupert Murdoch's News Corp. got a new major
shareholder last week. Saudi Prince al-Waleed bin
Talal revealed he has acquired 5 percent of the
media conglomerate's stock for $400 million. In an
interview with Time magazine, the prince said that
he bought into News Corp. because it is "the only
truly global news and entertainment company."
News Corp.'s largest investors are Murdoch, whose
family owns about 30 percent of the stock, and insti-
tutional investor Capital Research, which owns
between 6 and 7 percent.

Chain Links to South Shore Paper
News Communications Inc. has added the South
Shore Record to its family, bringing the chain's
total to 24 weeklies. With the exception of the
Washington, D.C., The Hill newspaper, most of the
holdings are concentrated in the New York metro-
politan area. The goal, said chief executive Wilbur
L. Ross Jr., is to increase circulation, now at about
570,000, to 1 million, thus putting the chain "on a
level with the Daily News."

Evans to Zuckerman Edit Czar
Random House publisher and president Harold
Evans, who lists Primary Colors by Anonymous and
Colin Powell's My American Journey among his pub-
lishing successes, is leaving to head the New York
Daily News, U.S. News & World Report and The Atlantic Monthly.
Evans last week was appointed editorial director by Mortircer
Zuckerman, who owns the three publications. The appointment,
effective Jan. 1, signals an attempt by Zuckerman to take a more
strategic role in helping the News reverse its circulation decine
and take on the rival New York Post.

Trade Ass'n Wants More Power to Them
The Association of Local Television Stations filed a proposal last
week with the Federal Communications Commission seeking to
correct disparities the group said exists between the power allot-
ments granted by the FCC to digital TV stations and the actual
power requirements of those stations. The ALTV contends that
the new digital UHF stations-unlike their higher -powered
VHF analog cousins-will need more power. In asking for one
additional megawatt for the digital UHF stations, the ALTV
assured the FCC that stations will use a variety of technical
means to ensure that the boost in juice will not cause interfer-

ence above levels already allowed by the FCC.
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Turshen Gets Gardening Spot
Doug Turshen, creative director of Family
Circle, was named editor -in -chief of Gruner +
Jahr's American HomeStyle & Gardening. Tur-
shen has developed and launched several maga-
zines, including Child and Fitness, and was cre-
ative director for the original prototype of
Martha Stewart Living. "Doug will bring to his
new assignment exactly what American Home
Style & Gardening and its readers crave: vision,
personality and creativity, combined with a prac-
tical approach to solving problems and providing
value and service," said Judith Princz, Gruner +
Jahr senior vp and general manager.

People Moving: Susan Lapinski, 49, has
been named editor of Sesame Street Parents,
owned by the Children's Television Workshop.
Prior to joining SSP Lapinski was articles editor
for Gruner +Jahr's Child magazine...Earl G.
Graves Publishing has appointed Ronn Harris as
director of corporate communications and
marketing. Before joining the publishing house,
which produces Black Enterprise, Harris founded
Haricom Advertising in New York.

Corrections: A news story in last week's
issue incorrectly reported the weekday circulation
for Bergen County, N.J., newspaper The Record. It
is 146,089. In the same issue, Jody Watley was

incorrectly identified as the host of R&B TV. The show has not
yet named a host. And Cartoon Network counts 46 million
subscriber homes. Also, Cartoon is discussing with Warner
Bros. (a Time Warner sibling) the acquisition of Animaniacs
and Tiny Toon Adventures, to run for the 1999 season, but no
deal is yet in place.

MEDIAWEEK (ISSN 0155-176X) is published 47 times a year. Regular issues are published weekly except the last week of July and the second and fourth weeks of August and the
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two years. Canadian subscriptions $280 per year. All other foreign subscriptions are $280 (using air mail). Registered as a newspaper at the British Post Office. Periodicals postage paid
at New York, N.Y. and additional mailing offices. Subscriber Service (1-800) 722-6658. MEDIAWEEK, 1515 Broadway, New York, NY, 10036. Editorial: New York, (212) 536-5336;
Los Angeles, (213) 525-2270; Chicago, (312) 464-8525. Sales (212) 536-6528. Classified (1-800-7-ADWEEK). POSTMASTER: Send address changes to MEDIAWEEK,P.O. Box

1976, Danbury, CT 06813-1976. Copyright, 1997 ASM Communications, Inc.
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Li! Bankers Pay $310M

For Newspapers in 11 States
Ilollinger International has sold about 40
percent of its community newspaper
group to Leonard Green & Partners for
$310 million. The 80 properties, repre-
senting 166 daily, weekly and free -circula-
tion publications with a total circ of ap-
proximately 900,000, are in small -market
clusters in 11 states, with the largest in
southern Illinois, Mississippi, western New
York, Pennsylvania and California. While
Hollinger wasn't looking to sell, when the
offer came "we certainly were receptive,"
said Paul Healy, Hollinger's vp of corpo-
rate development.

The Green acquisition, a company
first, is only the beginning, said Peter
Nolan, a partner at the Los Angeles mer-
chant banking concern.

At Hollinger, the sale divests the com-
pany of papers with circ less than 10,000,
which will help Hollinger reduce debt and
redirect energy to managing larger assets.
Case in point: The 67,000-circ Gary, Ind.,
Post -Tribune, which Hollinger is set to
acquire from Knight-Ridder by early Jan-
uary. And while a growing number of
investment banks have bought publishing
properties in recent months, the acquisi-
tions have tended to be magazines, not
newspapers, which are less expensive, said
Kevin Lavalla, managing director at
Veronis, Suhler & Associates in New
York. -Dori Penucci

Universal's Rosenberg

Said to Be Up for Promotion
Steve Rosenberg, the top programming
sales executive for Universal Television
Enterprises, will likely gain a promotion,
said a source close to Universal. The
source said that Rosenberg's new title
could be president. Rosenberg has report-
edly been in talks with Home Shopping
Network CEO Barry Diller about increas-
ing his responsibilities under the USA
Networks banner. Diller has struck a deal
to absorb Universal's television operations
and its USA Networks cable operations
under his new USA Networks Inc. compa-
ny. A Universal Television spokesman had
no comment about whether Rosenberg
will be given additional duties or a promo-
tion. -Richard Katz (continued on page 8)

Hearing
Impaired?

FCC defers yet again on disputed radio licenses
NETWORK TV / By Alicia Mundy

The newly reconstituted
Federal Communica-
tions Commission held
its first meeting on
Nov. 25, and one of the I

first issues on its agen-
da was the 10 -year -old case of !

broadcaster Zeb Lee (Medi-
aweek May 9, 1997), along with i

some 20 other lingering radio- !

ownership disputes. Though the
commission left the door open
on the issue of reviewing cases
such as Lee's, it made clear that ?

auctions would provide the easi-
est and fastest resolution, if not
the most equitable. "It may not
be fair," said new commissioner Michael Pow-
ell in an interview, "But there may be no way to
develop criteria with which to judge competing
applicants. The auctions may be the only legal
way to settle these cases."

The Balanced Budget Act, passed in August,
said that these 20 ownership cases could be set-
tled by auction (a procedure that is mandatory
for any license applications filed after July 1.

North Carolina broadcaster Lee (I.) may be out of
luck as far as William Kennard's FCC is concerned.

1997). But it also gave the FCC discretion to find
another solution for this subset, which includes
several long-term disputes whose participants
have already gone through the FCC process,
including administrative law judge and court
hearings. The commissioners voted to solicit
comments on whether an auction resolution
would be fair or whether certain "equities"
should be considered and comparative hearings

I

Stunts Again Take Sweeps' Star Role
NETWORK TV / By Richard Katz

CBS, Fox and NBC all claimed victories in
the November sweeps, which ended on
Nov. 26, although much of the networks'

successes were built on one-off specials rather
than series programming. CBS (10.5 average
rating through Nov. 24) took the total -house-
holds title away flow NBC (102). CBS' win was
driven by the miniseries Bella Mafia (14.4 rat-
ing average) and the original movie What the
Deaf Man Heard (23.0). CBS' sweeps schedule

consisted of 15 percent specials, compared to 8
percent for NBC, 16 percent for ABC and 17
percent for Fox.

NBC won in the most important demo-
graphic, adults 18-49, with a 6.9, but the network
was down 4 percent in the demo from a year ago.
Fox was the only network among the Big Four to
show increases in the most important demos;
Fox pulled within 0.8 of NBC in 18-49.

Even though Fox's ratings were juiced with
special programming including The Magician's
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arranged. Chairman William Kennard said he
would "welcome any useful ideas" for resolving
these disputes.

Prior to his confirmation as chairman, Ken-
nard had promised Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N.C.)
that he would review these cases, including Lee's.
Lee, 86, is a resident of Asheville, N.C. Helms
said that it would be unfair to force applicants
such as Lee into an auction at this late date
because they have already spent years in the
FCC and in court, incurring substantial legal
costs. With the case going to the new commis-
sion for discussion and comment, Lee's lawyers
worry that Kennard may have found a quiet way
to bury the matter. "We will submit comments
to the commission," said Steven Leckar of
Butera and Andrews. "We believe Zeb Lee's
case should be adjudicated on the record." The
federal court of appeals has not yet ruled.

At the Nov. 25 FCC meeting, Kennard said
he is open to suggestions but added that it will be
very difficult coming up with comparative stan-
dards that will stand up in court. One of the
observers at the meeting was Gene Bechtel,
whose own radio license battle led to a 1993 fed-
eral court decision against the FCC's compara-
tive standards in determining how licenses are
awarded. Bechtel said he was "disheartened" by
the outcome. Although all of the commissioners
mentioned their concerns with fairness, and the
equity that some applicants already have invest-
ed in their cases, the five commissioners lauded
the auction resolution as the speediest and most
efficient. Kennard noted that he had filed a radio
license application for a client when he was in
private practice in 1984. When Kennard became
the FCC general counsel in 1993, he learned that
case was still pending.

A staff report also "tentatively" recom-
mended auctions. An FCC lawyer said Lee's is
one of five "tough" cases which the so-called
Bechtel ruling in 1993 interrupted at a crucial
stage, leaving the FCC and the applicants unsure
how to proceed.

Code: Magic's Biggest Secrets Finally Revealed
(11.0 in 18-49), the network also gained momen-
tum with series The X -Files, Pally of Five, Ally
McBeal, King of the Hill and The Simpsons (see
related story on page 12). Media buyer Paul Schul-
man said that Fox could move one or more of
these shows to build viewership on weak nights.

There also was some good news for the WB,
which grew by 14 percent in adults 18-49 over
November 1996 by sticking with regularly sched-
uled programming on its three nights. Although
the WB grew from a much smaller base than the
Big Four, its Monday drama 7th Heaven in-
creased 82 percent to a 2.0 in adults 18-49.

Geraldo Upends CNBC
New deal led to change in management for net's prime schedule
CABLE TV / By Michael Bfirgi

The balance of power within NBC
News and CNBC shifted on several
fronts last week, with clear-cut win-
ners and losers. The winners: Andy
Lack, president of NBC News who
now also calls the programming shots

on CNBC's prime -time schedule; and Geraldo
Rivera, who not only remains at CNBC but
wrangled four prime -time
specials on NBC as part of
a six -year deal reported to
be worth $40 million. NBC
disputed that figure, saying
it was inflated, but the net-
work would not put a value
on the contract.

Rivera's decision to turn
down a not -as -lucrative deal
from Fox News Channel-
which offered him the
chance to move his CNBC
show intact to FNC, a 7 p.m.
program and the chance to
do several specials for Fox
Broadcast Network, all for
just under $4 million a
year-spelled bad news for
others. CNBC president
Bill Bolster, for one, gives
up oversight of his net-
work's prime -time lineup to
Lack. He will, however,
remain in control of all day-
time programming.
CNBC's most successful
daypart. Bolster also will
continue to oversee ad sales.
The other loser is the legal
reporting team at NBC
News, which has grown in
importance there since
NBC's aggressive coverage
of the O.J. Simpson murder
trial in 1995.

According to Andrew
Tyndall, a network news
analyst, Rivera has established himself as the
preeminent journalist covering trials and legal
matters. "Geraldo has that market covered,"
said Tyndall. "He regularly scoops Court TV [a
partner with NBC News on legal coverage] and
he gets the best guests and analysis."

Insiders at NBC News said Lack cut the
deal to keep Rivera under some pressure from

Geraldo got what he wanted
from CNBC, which included
exposure on NBC.

Andrew Lack, president of
NBC News, was given control
of CNBC in prime time.

NBC president Bob Wright, who saw the neces-
sity of keeping Rivera, the principal ratings
draw for CNBC in prime time. Rivera regular-
ly draws a 0.9 universe rating while the rest of
CNBC in prime time draws a 0.5.

For years CNBC has struggled to find an
identity in prime time. Don Ohlmeyer, presi-
dent of NBC West Coast, was expected to have

considerable input into
reforming the prime -time
lineup a year ago, but other
than putting on repeats of
Late Night With Conan
O'Brien earlier this year-
which were yanked after
only a few months of poor
ratings-Ohlmeyer's influ-
ence has not been seen.

Now, said one agency
executive who would not
speak for attribution, Lack
can put his resources to use
at CNBC. "Andy is a fabu-
lous talent and he turned
around NBC News," said
the exec. But, he asked,
"Do they have the patience
and fortitude to stick with
whatever they do?"

Rivera's deal calls for
him to drop his syndicated
talk show, The Geraldo
Rivera Show, which is pro-
duced by Tribune Enter-
tainment. Tribune said last
week that the show will run
through the '97-98 season.
But it may have lost clear-
ance on CBS O&Os in
New York and L.A. after
this season anyway. A plan
was being floated to move
the show to New York and
produce it live at Tribune's
New York station, WPIX.

Fox News Channel also
ends up a bit of a loser in this tussle for talent.
But Roger Ales, FNC's president and CNBC's
former president, insisted at CNBC that con-
tracts with talent include a right to match any
competing offer. On the strength of that stipu-
lation, NBC's legal department wrote a cease -
and -desist letter to Fox once it had made its
counteroffer to Rivera. It worked.
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Fox Trots Out 20th Century

Project With $10M Marathon
Fox is revving its corporate media
engine behind a $10 million interactive
project. Called "The Best of the 20th
Century, The Official National Survey,"
the millennial poll will provide a con-
tent platform for programming and pro-
motion, and will anchor nearly two
years of marketing activity by almost
every unit of News Corp.'s conglomer-
ate and its advertisers.

Fox intends to spend more than $10
million and 20 months of airtime on the
project, which will conclude with a pro-
gramming event across its network, cable
and international channels. Category -
exclusive advertisers will sponsor on -air
vignettes, a prime -time special set for
shortly before the millennium, and a host
of grassroots marketing programs through
station affiliates and its ad partners' points
of distribution. Fox's "Best of" team has
hammered out licensing agreements with
50 major cities and will spawn local events
highlighting "bests" in their areas. Among
Fox divisions involved in the program are
News America; News America New
Media, which will conduct Internet
polling; the FoxWorld Web site; Harper -
Collins publishing; and TV Guide, which
will run ads promoting the poll. Other
Fox channels, such as Fox Family, FX
and Fox Sports, could spin their own
specials using bits and pieces of the sur-
vey of interest to their respective target
audiences. -T. L. Stanley

Honda Special Puts Focus

On Top College Sportswomen
The television -programming arm of Rubin
Postaer & Associates, Honda's ad agency,
has developed a half-hour TV special fea-
turing the country's top women collegiate
athletes. Coproduced by Rubin Postaer and
Chicago -based Intel sport, the show will air
on ESPN2 in early February. For the past
11 years, the Honda Awards annually have
recognized the best female collegians in a
variety of sports. The top award, the Honda
Broderick Cup, is presented to the female
collegiate athlete of the year.

Extending its link to women's colle-
giate sports, Honda is close to a deal
with CBS to be (continued on page 10)

TBS Hit by Makegoods
Advertisers getting extra spots after prime -time rating tumbles
CABLE NETWORKS / By Michael Bfirgi

TBS Superstation's prime -time ratings
have dipped sharply over the past two
months, largely due to the dismal per-
formance of Coach reruns. The cable
network in October began a double -
run of the off -network show from

7:05-8:05 p.m.. Coach's weak ratings perfor-
mance as a lead-in has created under -delivery
problems for TBS' prime -time schedule, forcing
the network to provide make -
goods to advertisers.

TBS' average prime -time
household universe rating of 1.9
plunged to a 1.4 (off 26.3 per-
cent) in October and to a 1.5 in
November, according to Nielsen
Media Research ratings data pro-
vided by Turner Broadcasting.
"We did under -perform," said Joe
Uva, president of Turner Enter-
tainment Networks ad sales. "But
we have enough inventory put
aside to accommodate [the short-
fall]. It has not been a problem
for our advertisers."

Uva would not disclose the dollar value of
the advertising make -goods. He said that
Coach did not bring to the early fringe time
period the concentration of kid and teen view-
ers that TBS had been drawing with a double -
run of Family Matters, which previously occu-
pied the time slot and moved ahead to 6:05
p.m. in October. "When you lose those teens

Goodbye, Coach: Craig
Nelson and Shelley Fabares

going into prime time, it's rather hard to get
them back," Uva said.

Bill Burke, TBS Superstation president, said
that beginning tonight, a double -run of The
Andy Griffith Show will take the place of Coach.
Griffith was a staple of TBS' schedule during the
1980s. Coach is being retired from TBS.

"Andy is a show that continues to surprise
us," said Burke. The vintage sitcom has been off

TBS' evening schedule for
two years, but it has been
airing at 11 a.m. Burke
said he is unconcerned
that TBS, which has been
on a program -acquisition
tear this year, is adding
such an old show back to
its key prime -access slot.
"Once [advertisers] see
the audience [Griffith] de-
livers," they will under-
stand why the show is
there, Burke said.

The Superstation pres-
ident added that several

prime -time programming stunts slated between
now and the end of the year should help revive
the channel's ratings. Among the specials sched-
uled for this month are a marathon of James
Bond films that TBS has tied loosely into the
theatrical release of the latest Bond flick,
Tomorrow Never Dies, and a Clint Eastwood
movie festival.

8

2

New Life for Telemundo
Investment by Sony and Liberty seen as major boost for network
TELEVISION / By Richard Katz

Struggling Spanish -language broad-
cast network Telemundo is expected
to become a more formidable com-
petitor to market leader Univision as
a result of last week's investment by
Sony Pictures Entertainment and

Liberty Media. Sony, Liberty, Apollo Manage-
ment and Bastion Capital fund have agreed to
buy Telemundo for $539 million in cash plus
$200 million in debt. Sony will become manag-
ing partner of Telemundo.

The Telemundo network will be split into a

separate entity from the company's eight -sta-
tion TV group. Apollo and Bastion will acquire
50.1 percent of the TV stations, with Sony and
Liberty gaining about 24.5 percent each. Once
the deal is done, Sony and Liberty will buy the
company's network assets for $75 million.

Telemundo's chief executive, Roland Her-
nandez, will be replaced, although Sony and
Liberty sources said Hemdandez will likely be
offered a different role with the network.

Telemundo has an 18 percent share of U.S.
Hispanic viewers compared to Univision's 82
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presenting sponsor of a Jan. 3-4 week-
end of NCAA women's basketball
games. As part of the CBS deal, Honda
would be the telecasts' exclusive import
automotive advertiser. -Langdon
Brockinton

Discovery Helps Cable Guys

In Guest to Snare Local Ads
Discovery Networks, which already has
one of the more successful content -driven
Web sites, last week said it will launch a
business -to -business Web site created for
cable operators that carry its networks.
Magnet Interactive Communications, a
privately held company located in Wash-
ington, will create the site. The site will
provide online arress to program grids,
promotions and audience research for
operators to use for local ad sales. Discov-
ery is building the site to complement its
quarterly promotional and advertising kits
with updated material. Networks covered
on the site include the Discovery Channel,
The Learning Channel, Animal Planet
and Travel Channel. -Michael Biirgi

New York Magazine Sues

City Agency Over 'Rudy' Ads
New York Magazine has filed suit in federal
court after New York transit officials
removed a bus advertisement poking fun
at Mayor Rudolph Giuliani.

The magazine's formal complaint
charged the transit agency with violating its
right to free speech and breaking a con-
tract to run the ads on 75 Metropolitan
Transit Authority buses for $85,000. In the
ads, the magazine calls itself "possibly the
only good thing in New York Rudy hasn't
taken credit for."

The complaint said the Giuliani admin-
istration acted "with neither a compelling
governmental interest nor a sense of
humor." The suit said that the magazine's
parent corporation, Primedia, agreed to
supply and the "MTA agreed to display"
the ads. The ads were to roll out before
Thanksgiving and run through Dec. 31.

Giuliani contended that he objected to
a business using his name for promotional
purposes and not to the ad's humor. Giu-
liani said last week that he would contest
the suit, which was scheduled to be heard
last Friday.

percent, and Telemundo has performed well
below financial expectations this year. "Ro-
land's not a bad manager, but he was being
asked to do too much," one source involved in
the deal said of Hernandez. "He's not a pro-
grammer." David Koff, vp/corporate develop-
ment for Liberty, a unit of Tele-Communica-
tions Inc., said that the new partners "have a
tremendous amount of respect" for Hernandez.

Sony and Liberty are said to be committed to
rebuilding the network through its existing
broadcast base rather than switching to cable.
The partners believe that regulatory hurdles to
selling the stations would be high. The network
has 10 -year affiliate agreements with its stations.

Sony sources said that Telemundo fits into
the company's strategies of producing indigenous

programming around the world and expanding
its Spanish -language programming assets in
Latin America. In addition to airing its hit Eng-
lish -language movies (dubbed or in subtitles) on
Telemundo, Sony also plans to use scripts from
its hit TV series to produce Spanish -language
versions. Sony distributes Manied With Children,
Seinfeld and Wheel of Fortune, and other shows.
The company did not say which titles might be
reproduced for Telemundo.

Even competitors applauded Sony and Lib-
erty's move to rescue Telemundo. "It sends a
bad message to the industry if the business
can't support two Spanish -language broadcast
networks," said Javier Saralegui, president of
cable network Galavision, which is managed
by Univision.

Boycotts Bring Response
Disney's Eisner does '60 Minutes' to refute claims of religious groups
NETWORK TV / By Richard Katz

Walt Disney chairman Michael
Eisner took to the airwaves on
CBS' 60 Minutes Nov. 23 to
defend Disney and subsidiary
ABC from boycotts from the
Southern Baptists and Catholic

groups such as the Catholic League for Religious
and Civil Rights.

The Southern Baptists began boycotting all
things Disney in June to
protest-among other items-
the gay lead character in
ABC's Ellen and the exten-
sion of health benefits to the
same -sex partners of Disney
employees. The Catholic
League has been trying to
drive advertisers from
ABC's Nothing Sacred, a
new drama about a young
priest who questions some of
the Church's doctrines.

On 60 Minutes, Eisner
attacked the merit of the
religious -based boycotts, say-
ing that Disney was "not
pushing any agenda. We are pushing in our cor-
porate marketplace, tolerance and understand-
ing, expansiveness. We are totally onto an ethi-
cal compass, a moral compass."

Right before Eisner's 60 Minutes interview,
ABC announced that it made a full -season
commitment to Nothing Sacred, a move that
raised some eyebrows because the show has
attracted minimal viewership and many adver-

Nothing Sacred's Kevin
Anderson lends a hand.

tisers have pulled their ads from the show. In
ABC's core 18-49 demo, Nothing Sacred has so
far this year averaged only a 2.0 rating, good
for number 106 of 128 regular series. Accord-
ing to the Catholic League, 28 advertisers,
including Isuzu, K Mart and Weight Watchers,
have pulled ads from the series. ABC insiders
said the number is actually lower but declined
to be specific. The ABC spokesman said the

show is "fully sold."
An ABC spokesman said the

show 'was renewed "because we
believe in it creatively and we feel
strongly about letting the show
find its audience."

However, Steve Grubbs, exec-
utive vp/director of national

g broadcast for BBDO, said the
boycott likely was part of the rea-
son ABC renewed the show.
"Somewhere in this whole thing
is an element of not wanting to
appear to react to a pressure
group," said Grubbs, adding that
the quality of the show and its
difficult Thursday 8-9 p.m. time

slot were also factors in its renewal. "If you do,
you give credence to these people's claims that
they can have an effect on the business."

Nothing Sacred was one of the cheapest
shows sold in the upfront with a 30 -second unit
priced at around $55,000. Although many ad-
vertisers have pulled out, network sources said
it is unlikely ABC is selling spots at fire sale
prices but is using the avails for makegoods. 
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C TV
Cartoon Network will introduce two
original animated series as part of its
1998 programming lineup, which the net-
work announced last week. The Powerpuff
Girls is a creation of Craig McCracken,
who has been involved in the production
of Dexter's Laboratory. The series, which
has a Japanimation-meets-the-'70s flavor,
was among the first batch of original
shorts developed two years ago by Car-
toon. The other new original series, Ed,
Edd n' Eddy, is a take on three kids cop-
ing with growing up in the suburbs. In
other Cartoon program news for '98, John
Kricfalusi, creator of Ren & Stimpy, will
make a special looking at Ranger Smith
of Yogi Bear fame. Dexter's Laboratory and
Cow and Chicken will begin running as
daily strips; both have 52 -episode orders.
The same is expected of Johnny Bravo,
though the ink isn't dry on that deal, said
Betty Cohen, president of Cartoon
Network Worldwide. Also, a fifth season
of Space Ghost: Coast to Coast is in the
works. And Cartoon has acquired the
rights to several animated films in an
effort to establish a movie franchise. Ti-
tles include Balto, Fievel Goes West and
the Land Before Time series. Time War-
ner's Cartoon is in 46 million homes.

Lifetime plans to launch Lifetime Movie
Network, a 24 -hour, ad -supported chan-
nel featuring original films, miniseries
and theatricals. The service, which cable
operators can either launch as an analog
channel or (more likely) as a digital offer-
ing, will debut next September. LMN will
air such Lifetime originals asAlmost
Golden: The Jessica Savitch Story and
Chokes of the Heart: The Margaret Sanger
Story. Lifetime, which is half -owned by
Disney, may also acquire off -network
rights to some ABC made -fors to air on
LMN. The network will carry only four
minutes per hour of national ad time, plus
two minutes of local ad time.

Comedy Central last week hired Bert
Gould as senior vp of marketing and new
business. Gould, most recently a consul-
tant for Classic Sports Network by
ESPN, was an architect of Fox Kids
Network and also worked at Marvel
Entertainment. He replaces Paul LaRoc-
ca, who left CC two months ago for a
post at Channel One. -Michael Biirgi

Formula -Driven Futility
Oversupply of cookie -cutter sitcoms hobbles prime -time ratings
NETWORK TV / By Richard Katz

By pitting sitcom against sitcom and
making little room in their sched-
ules for counterprogramming, the
Big Four broadcast networks have
suffered through a lackluster first
half of the season. Network execs

admit that their slotting of more than 60 sit-
coms has contributed to an overall decline in
viewership so far this season. Many of the
comedies are little more than knockoffs of
each other, and most have failed to generate

Going fourth:
WB program
chief Ancier has
twinned the teen
drama Dawson's
Creek, (above,
starring Katie
Holmes and
James Van Der
Beek) with Bully
on the net's new
Tuesday slate.

the buzz of the shows they were modeled on-
Seinfeld and Friends.

Bright spots this season have largely been
provided by dramas, including Fox's The X -Files,
Ally McBeal, and Party of Five; CBS' Promised
Land; and the WB's Seventh Heaven and Bujj3),
the Vampire Slayer. "The key words are distinc-
tive, alternative, clever and well -crafted," Peter
Roth, Fox Entertainment president, said about
his network's successful shows.

Sounds elementary, but in many cases the
networks have done the opposite this season.
NBC launched an attack on its competitors'
sitcoms on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday nights with sitcoms of its own. Many

of NBC's new comedies have followed the
Seinfeld/Friends formula of young, single pro-
fessionals in Manhattan.

That sameness of many new sitcoms has
fallen flat with viewers. One of the few new
comedies that has caught on is ABC's Dhanna
& Greg. Bob Igiel, U.S. broadcast director for
The Media Edge, summed up the season so far
this way: "There's nothing to write home
about. Nobody is standing up and cheering."

The Big Four networks "run programs for
people who are just like them and the peo-
ple in their development departments,"
said Dean Valentine, president of UPN.
"NBC is satisfied to keep programming
the same show over and over. ABC is des-
perately trying to imitate ABC."

The networks have scheduled sitcoms
against sitcoms, newsmagazines against
newsmagazines and movies against mov-
ies. "Networks on many nights are not
offering viewers enough alternative pro-
gramming, so [viewers are] going to oth-
er places," like cable, said Igiel. The Big
Four broadcast nets' total household rat-
ing was down 4.3 percent for this season
through Nov. 23.

ABC, CBS and NBC all scheduled sit-
coms on Wednesday night to start off the
season. "That's splintering the audience,
and benefitting anyone that's counter -pro-
gramming," noted Steve Sternberg, a
senior partner at J. Walter Thompson.

"Generally speaking, counterpro-
gramming is effective," agreed Leslie
Moonves, CBS Television president.
"One of ABC's bright spots is The Won-
derful World of Disney, because it is some-
thing for kids to watch instead of 60 Min-

utes" on Sunday night. The TV -movie version
of Cinderella that aired on Wonderful World in
early November was a major ratings hit.

The plethora of comedies is the biggest fac-
tor in the networks' struggles so far this season.
"Eating a bale or two of cotton candy at the fair
tastes good, but when you eat 12 bales, you get
sick," said Garth Ancier, president of enter-
tainment for the WB. "The audience is saying,
`I just don't want to see another comedy."

The WB's viewership gains this year (season -

to -date average of 1.6 among viewers 18-49, up
14 percent) have been built on the back of two
dramas, Seventh Heaven and Bujj5). On Jan. 20,
the weblet will launch its fourth night of pro-
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gramming, moving Buffy to Tuesday at 8
p.m., to be followed by a highly anticipat-
ed teen drama, Dawson's Creek.

Fox's Roth attributed much of his
network's good fortune this year to its
commitment to keeping its drama -heavy
schedule largely intact from last season.
One of Fox's new dramas, Ally McBeal,
has significantly boosted the network's
Monday -night young adult viewership as
a lead out to Melrose Place. And Fox's
premiere of new episodes of its hit X -
Files has made the network dominant on
Sunday nights.

Fox faces a major challenge to keep its rat-
ings momentum going in the first quarter with
the launch of four new comedies to balance
out its drama -heavy schedule. The new sit-
coms are Ask Harriet; Damon; 7ivo Guys, a
Girl and a Pizza Place; and Personal Days. The
network has not announced where the shows
will appear on the schedule.

While Fox is doing its part to keep the right
balance between sitcoms and dramas, buyers
still maintain that there's simply not enough
talented writers and producers in Hollywood
to create 60 or more successful weekly come-
dies. "The sitcom is not an easy form," said
Igiel of the MediaEdge. "To be funny and rel-
evant week after week is very difficult."

Partly because it is now so difficult to launch
a hit out of the gate, the networks have become
more patient with series. In many cases, mar-
ginal shows allowed to hang until their second
or third seasons have begun to generate
respectable numbers. Moonves noted that CBS
is experiencing decent growth from second -year
shows such as JAG, Everybody
Loves Raymond and Promised
Land. So while many of its
new series are struggling this
season, CBS has yet to cancel
a single show so far. The net-
work has had several shows
that did well in their first
weeks on the air but have
tailed off sharply since, in-
cluding Michael Hayes, Brook -
61n South and George and Leo.

CBS-driven by a strong
November sweeps perfor-
mance-has become a strong
No. 2 to NBC in the race for
total household viewers (CBS 9.8, NBC 11.0).
CBS' made -for movie on Nov. 23, What the
Deaf Man Heard, did a 23.0 household rating.
A Friday -night special, Kids Say the Darndest
Things, performed so well on Nov. 14 (12.9 in
households) that CBS has decided to order it
as a series for the second half of the season.
"We were disappointed we didn't do better in

Roth: "Distinctive, alter-
native" shows win ratings.

Playing for laughs: Fox hopes to score at
least one hit among four midseason sitcoms,
including Two Guys, a Girl and a Pizza Place.

attracting kids to our [Friday] audience,"
Moonves said of the network's schedule. "The
good news is, we think that we've found the
solution."

In the crucial adults 18-49 demographic,
NBC is still tops this season-although the net-
work was flat in the demo through Nov. 23, with
a 7.0. CBS was down 4 percent, to 4.3. ABC
was down 7 percent in 18-49 through Nov. 23
with a 5.5. Although Fox was down 4 percent in
adults 18-49 to a 5.4, media buyers believe that
Fox has done comparatively well because last
year's ratings included the World Series.

While CBS continues to struggle in the 18-
49 demo, the network's gains in households are
encouraging. "It's not bad to start getting the
households, because they might get the demos
to follow," said J. Walter Thompson's Sternberg.

UPN's Valentine said that once his new
development team begins churning out shows
early next year, that programming will fill a
void on network TV-populist programming
for the middle class. Valentine cited shows such
as The Brady Bunch and Married With Children

as examples he would like
UPN to emulate.

"American mainstream
comedies like that are now
rare-there's a tremendous
opportunity to for us,." said
Valentine Despite being held
back by a distribution system
that is weaker than those of
the Big Four, Valentine

g vowed that UPN will be com-
petitive with the bigger net-
works within several years.

Igiel, who spends $3 bil-
lion annually for The Media
Edge's clients, agrees that

UPN could attain parity. But he believes it
will be due to the Big Four's shrinking view-
ership more than more UPN's growth. Igiel
projects that within five years, all six broad-
cast networks will settle in at ratings averag-
ing 4 to 6. The Big Four currently average 8
to 10 in households, while UPN and The WB
average ratings in the 3s.

TV STATIONS

WCBS-TV, the troubled CBS flagship sta-
tion in New York, last week appointed
Steve Friedman as its new vp and station
manager. Friedman, a former executive
producer of NBC Nightly News and a
cocreator of Dateline NBC, will oversee
both the news and promotion operations
of station. Friedman said he plans to take
a hard look at WCBS' fast -paced "More
News in Less Time" format for its news-
casts. "We're not blowing up the place,"
Friedman said. "But you're not going to
see us promo [a news piece] and then do a
15 second story on it. You can't disap-
point people like that." Of the current slo-
gan, another WCBS executive said: "If we
can win with something else, I'll go there
in a heartbeat." Sources at the station say
that the newsroom is committed to pro-
ducing more tie-ins to CBS network pro-
gramming. WCBS two weeks ago released
general manager Bud Carey after Carey's
six -year stewardship failed to produce sig-
nificant ratings improvement. Jonathan
Klein, president of the CBS Station
group, personally stepped in to manage
the station. Friedman will report to Klein,
who continues as general manager.

Shop at Home, the Nashville -based home
shopping network, has agreed to sell one
of four stations it acquired two weeks ago
to Paxson Communications Corp. Shop at
Home reached an agreement on Nov. 20
to acquire four TV stations from bank-
rupt New York -based Global Broadcast-
ing Corp. for $77 million. Shop at Home's
rights to purchase one property, WPMC-
TV in Knoxville, Tenn., were sold last
week to Paxson for $5 million (see related
story on page 20). The remaining former
Global properties-KCNS-TV in San
Francisco, WRAY-TV in Raleigh -Dur-
ham, N.C., and WOAC-TV in Cleveland-
will add nearly 4 million TV households
to Shop at Home, increasing the network's
coverage to 11.6 million households.

Ray Carter, vp of news at KSL-TV,
Bonneville International Corp.'s NBC
affiliate in Salt Lake City, will leave the
station next week to become news direc-
tor of Cox Broadcasting's flagship,
WSB-TV in Atlanta. Carter will suc-
ceed Al Blinke, who recently was pro-
moted to director of program develop-
ment for WSB. -Claude Brodesser
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TV SPORTS
By Langdon Brockinton

4 More Years of French
USA Network renews rights for second leg of tennis' Grand Slam

USA Network has re-
newed its cable rights to
the French Open Ten-
nis Championships. The
network has agreed to a
four-year extension that

will last through 2001, said Donald
Dell, chairman/CEO of ProSery
Television, which represented the French Ten-
nis Federation in the rights negotiations. Terms
were not disclosed.

On the broadcast front, NBC is the incum-
bent French Open rightsholder. "We're moving
forward with NBC on a renewal," Dell said last
week "We're hopeful it will be finalized shortly."

Under its most recent deal, USA has carried
the French since 1994; the network also had the
tournament from 1983 through 1985.

USAs French Open telecasts had an average
universe rating of 0.4 this year, down 20 percent.
NBC earned a 1.7 this year, down 5.6 percent.

Elsewhere at USA, Anheuser-Busch has
agreed to return as title sponsor of the 71.iesday
Night Fights. A -B, whose previous agreement
with USA spanned 1996 and '97, has signed a
one-year renewal, sources said.

Speaking of boxing. it's very
unlikely that CBS will air any
events in 1998. "It's difficult to
make money," said Rob Correa,
CBS Sports vp of programming.
The net has carried several bouts
each year since 1995, when it re-
turned to the sport after a two-year hiatus.

Advertisers don't exactly flock to a sport that
is so violent and troubled-a sport in which Don
King's loquaciousness is not the only thing that
can chew off an ear. Also, the broadcast net-
works have difficulty attracting marquee bouts
because all of the big-time, big -money fights are
on pay-cable and pay -per -view.

Chrysler is close to signing a four-year deal
with ABC to be a sponsor of the network's new
College Football Championship Series, sources
said. The Series, which begins after the 1998
regular season, includes the Rose, Sugar, Or-
ange and Fiesta bowls.

For its telecasts of the Rose, Sugar and Citrus
bowls next month, ABC is said to be looking to

On the broadcast

side, the tournament

hopes to re-sign NBC

"very shortly."

sell ad time as a package deal. If an
advertiser wants to buy just the Rose
on a scatter basis, the asking price
will be at least $500,000, sources said.
The Rose, which does not join the
Bowl Alliance until next season, will
feature top -ranked Michigan against
Washington State on Jan. 1.

If Michigan wins on ABC's Rose and keeps
the No. 1 national ranking, then CBS' Orange
Bowl-which will match the highest -ranked
Bowl Alliance members on Jan. 2-will lose
some luster. The good news is that CBS has sold
80-85 percent of its Orange inventory, with
some 30 -second spots going for $475,000 apiece.

Bank of America is close to a multiyear deal
with the PGA Tour that would make the San
Francisco -based company the presenting spon-
sor of the Tour's West Coast swing, sources said.
This is said to be the first time that the PGA
Tour has offered such a sponsorship. In 1998,
the West Cnast swing consists of eight tourna-
ments, all in January and February: Events
include the Mercedes Championship (ESPN

and ABC); Bob Hope Chry-
sler Classic (NBC); and AT&T
Pebble Beach (USA and CBS).

To supplement the sponsor-
ship, Bank of America also
would buy time on the early -
round and weekend telecasts of
the eight tourneys. BofA also is
expected to become the official

bank of the PGA Tour. Tour and BofA execu-
tives declined comment.

Buick and Dodge have struck sizable deals
with Raycom to buy ad time on regionally syn-
dicated telecasts of Atlantic Coast Conference
basketball games this season. Sources said that
the deals are valued at about $1 million each.
Neither Buick nor Dodge advertised on the
ACC regional games last season.

Charlotte, N.C.-based Raycom not only han-
dles sales and marketing for ACC hoops, but the
company also sells the commercial time for
ABC's college basketball telecasts. Having re-
newed an ad deal with State Farm Insurance last
week, Raycom says it has sold about 65 percent
of ABC's 1997-98 college b -ball inventory.
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HOUSTON/TV STATIONS

Rockets Bombshell Irks Buyers
 WHILE HOUSTON'S WB AFFILIATE HAS EXE-
cuted the TV equivalent of basketball's artful
steal and an in -your -face slam dunk, some area
media buyers are troubled that it's really their
pocketbooks that are getting slammed.
In a Houston Rockets deal unlike any before,
KHTV, a Tribune -owned sta-
tion, has unseated rival UPN
station KTXH by inking a
three-year pact to carry the
team's National Basketball
Association games. But in-
stead of allowing the host sta-
tion to sell profitable spot and
local advertising time during
games-as has been the case
at UPN affil KTXH for the
past 10 years-KHTV has
agreed to be paid a flat fee.

And the Rockets retain
total control over the spot TV inventory.

Consequently, buying into Rockets games
also requires advertisers to buy Rockets radio,
TV and arena advertising-and even con-
tribute to Rockets charities, media buyers said.
"You really have to get in bed with them," said
Shamarion Whitaker, senior media buyer at
McCann-Erickson in Houston.

The advertising takeover by the Rockets
has changed the face of the local and spot ad
scene, buyers contend. "The Rockets control
the vast majority [of their ad time] now; it real-
ly took away the vehicle and denies arrPss for
local advertisers," explained Brenda Love,
CEO of Love Advertising in Houston.

The move, while likely to boost KHTV's
ratings by allowing it to promote its prime -time
lineup during highly rated Rockets games,
won't likely be a huge boon to KHTV's bottom
line or to the local ad sales community, said
buyers and sales execs at KTXH.

Other buyers said that despite the loss of the
local ad time, compensation from the Rockets
likely more than makes up for it. (Both KHTV
and Rockets execs declined to comment on the
terms of the deal.) KHTV vp/gm David Tynan
said he did the deal "for promotional purposes,"

and he values the four KHTV
promo spots that air inside the
games "at $1.6 million."

Said McCann-Erickson's
Whitaker: "For KHTV, the ben-
efits will outweigh the cost."

Still, real questions remain
about the effectiveness of the
Rockets' in-house staff in han-
dling ad sales. Buyers hinted
that a number of factors may
eventually change the franchise's
attitude about total TV ad -sales
control. "Channel 20 [KTXH]

has an excellent sales staff, and even they
sometimes didn't sell all the inventory,"
Love said. -CB
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Rocketman: Hakeem
Olajuwon spins on MJ.

HOUSTON/RADIO

Stations Twirl Ideas

To Lasso New Revenue
 EVERY SELF-RESPECTING HOUSTON RADIO

station needs an event. The bigger the event,
the better-so long as it brands the outlet in
listeners' minds and generates a second
stream of revenue. The quest is for "nontra-
ditional revenue" in the nation's No. 9 radio
market, a town where some six stations com-
pete to croon country and adult contempo-
rary is abundant at eight stations. "The price
of playing poker has gone up," said Michael
Crusham, market manager for SFX's four

RADIO
Rachel Fischer

stations.
But unlike some competitors, Crusham

has yet to devise his own new -money scheme.
Still, he said he knows that he will have to go
beyond using advertising as a traditional
source to help fatten Hicks, Muse, Tate &
Furst's coffers when it takes over. "The
expectations on radio's profitability have risen
since it became the darling of the stock market."

The path to find new revenue streams also
embodies creativity, friendly competition and
new technology. For example, there's "Web
Radio," a Web site that has drawn net surfers
from Hawaii to Finland using cameras
installed at KPRC-AM and other Houston sta-
tions. Web users get a view of deejays in action
and, over time, listeners will grow more inter-
ested in radio, said KPRC gm Dan Patrick.

Country station KILT -FM is a major spon-
sor of February's Houston Livestock Show and
Rodeo, a popular event that makes millions
each year. Musical entertainment at the shindig
is, naturally, courtesy of the artists on KILT's
playlist. Then there's the recent "Sauceapal-
looza" rivalry between two Clear Channel sta-
tions, KBXX-FM and KHYS-FM. The respec-
tive urban adult contemporary and dance
stations held a barbeque-sauce competition fea-
turing bands played by both stations. A
"Sauceapallooza" sequel will feature sponsor-
ship from Reebok and the Fiesta Mart gro-
cery chain. Through such strategies, Clear
Channel is "interested in doubling" revenue
by the year 2000, said Mark McMillen, gener-
al manager for both outlets.

According to Ogilvy & Mather's Roth
Skwiersky, a New York-based media buyer for
Houston, such radio events work twofold-"as
a revenue stream and as presence of mind" to
remind viewers about the station. "You're see-
ing this everywhere," she said.

Just ask Cindy Cohen-Abreu. At KPWR-
FM in Los Angeles, she worked on promo-
tional bashes before heading to Houston's
adult contemporary KHMX-FM, owned by
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Nationwide Communications (soon Jacor).
The national sales manager is now working
on a KHMX New Year's fete featuring the
Wallflowers that thus far has netted $150,000
in outside sponsorship. -RF

HOUSTON/NEWSPAPERS

Direct Marketing Push

May Lead to Double Take
As PART OF ITS ACCELERATED PUSH

into target marketing, the Houston Chronicle
this year created a new sales division dedicat-
ed to database and direct marketing. So far,
that group has earned more than $5 million in
revenue in 1997, and Chronicle executives
expect the take to double next year. "It's the
paper's greatest growth opportunity," Dwight
Brown, the daily's vp of advertising, said of
direct marketing, which enables advertisers to
target specific households. "More than 80 per-
cent of our current customers were already
using direct marketing, so we realized an
opportunity existed," he said.

Besides attracting several local clients, the
newspaper's program -whose product line
ranges from inserts in the paper to mailed cat-
alogs -also has secured national business
from Toys 'R' Us. It's "business that our data-
base marketing competitors have had a lock
on in the past," said Jim Pollard, the
Chronicle's ad director.

Direct marketing is big in Houston,
amounting for 26 percent of all ad revenue
generated in the metro area, Chronicle execs
estimated. For its part, the Chronicle gets a
24 percent share of those ad dollars. In 1997,
the Hearst -owned newspaper is having a
healthy year in ad sales. Revenue is up about
12 percent, buoyed by a robust local econo-
my, said vp Brown, declining to disclose the
Chronicle's ad sales total.

By contrast, the newspaper's circulation
remains flat. Daily circ is up just 1 percent, to
549,101; Sunday circ stands at 748,036. On
weekdays, the paper's penetration of metro -
area homes stands at 41 percent.

Chronicle officials, however, are opti-
mistic about circ increases because Houston
is one of the country's fastest -growing cities.
In addition, the Chronicle sees growth
potential for its 21 This Week zoned edi-
tions -community newspapers distributed
inside the Chronicle to subscribers and also
delivered as stand-alone products to
nonsubscribers.

Back in 1995, the Chronicle got a hefty
boost in circulation when the rival Houston
Post died. As a result, the paper's ad rates

skyrocketed, leaping 30 percent in some cases
and undoubtedly causing some advertisers to
take their money elsewhere. Nevertheless, sev-
eral Houston -based media buyers maintain
that there's plenty of room for negotiating with
the Chronicle. "Maybe they're trying to placate
advertiser concern about iron -fisted control in
a one -newspaper market," surmised one buyer.
Responded Brown: "We have rate cards, which
are frequency- and volume -based. We have so
many different products; we package. To an
advertiser, that's flexibility." -LB

KNOXVILLE, TENN./TV STATIONS

2 New Stations Need

2 To Fill Inventory Shelf
THE ANTICIPATED ARRIVAL OF TWO

Knoxville network TV affiliate stations
won't likely solve the inventory crisis, area
buyers said. "The market continues to be
unbelievably tight, and hopefully [the new
stations] will take some of the pressure off
the market," said Bill Cowen, a media buyer
at BJK&E in New York.

Local buyers attribute the dearth of
local and national spot availability to many
clients' requiring a minimum 2 Nielsen rat-
ing for any given program. As such, lower -
rated stations don't even make the cut, buy-
ers said. And there are plenty of those:

Gannett Broadcasting's WBIR-TV, a local
news ratings hog, leaves most stations "far,
far behind" and frequently below a 2 rating,
according to one buyer.

Indeed, where TV stations fail to meet
advertiser ratings requirements, another me-
dium benefits: Radio advertising is up 23 per-
cent over the same time last year, with ads for
autos and telecommunications leading the
way, said Scott Piper, local sales manager at
Raycom Fox affiliate WTNZ.

Meanwhile, buyers are hoping that the
inventory pinch will be eased somewhat with
the arrival of WBXX-TV and WPMC-TV.
WBXX, Acme Television's WB affiliate in
nearby Lovell Road, Tenn., is expected to
launch on the area's second cable system this
month. And WPMC, Paxson Communica-
tions' PaxNet station, will enter the market
late in the summer of 1998. "New stations
add inventory, but you've got to have a market
for those really low numbers," said Elaine
Christoph, a local broadcast manager at
McCann-Erickson in New Orleans.

Further compounding the inventory prob-
lem: Several of the market's major network -
affiliated stations refused to pay Nielsen
Media Research's $30,000 monthly fee to
replace the ratings diary systems with TV set
meters. If the stations had agreed to the plan,
it would have been a step towards boosting
the local netlets' ratings, thus creating more
options for advertisers. -CB

SCARBOROUGH MEDIA PROFILE: HOUSTON
How Houston adult consumers compare to those in the country's top 50 markets

Top 50
Markets %

MEDIA USAGE

Houston
Market %

Houston
Market Index

(100=average)

Read any daily newspaper (average issue) 58.8 N/A N/A
Read any Sunday newspaper (average issue) 68.5 N/A N/A
Total radio average morning Drive M -F 25.5 25.1 98
Total radio average evening drive M -F 18.2 19.4 106

Watched AbE past 30 days 40.6 33.4 82
Watched BET past 30 days 8.0 9.4 99
Watched Discovery past 30 days 45.4 44.7 95
Watched MTV past 30 days 23.6 20.1 85
Watched TNN past 30 days 25.0 26.3 105
Watched TNT past 30 days 42.2 43.0 102

Watched USA past 30 days 45.5 40.7 89
Watched The Weather Channel past 30 days 42.5 37.8 89

DEMOGRAPHICS
Age 18-34 34.1 37.4 110
Age 35-54 38.9 42.1 108
Age 55+ 27.0 20.5 76

HOME TECHNOLOGY
Connected to cable 75.4 66.6 88
Connected to satellite/microwave dish 3.7 4.0 108

Source: 1996 Scarborough Research -Top 50 Market Report
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ears "O, TCI's

John Malone startled the

industry with news that

TCI systems would soon

carry 500 channels. That

upgrade is now upon

us, and it raises more

questions than it answers.

LL
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INEEKCable
Report

By Verne Gay

his box is sleek and low -slung. It looks like a
VCR, or maybe a CD player. It is black. It has
blinking lights. It looks mysterious. And com-
pared to the standard set -top cable box-the
homely, squat beast that has sat upon millions
of TV sets for more than a generation-it is
mysterious indeed. This box is called the DCT-
1000, and its manufacturer, NextLevel, claims

that it is not only the next generation of cable converter box
but also the future.

This box is literally the gateway to the much -dis-
cussed -but -virtually -unseen world of digital television. It
can take a single digital signal composed of billions of
bytes of information and, through the magic of comput-
ers, potentially split it up into dozens of channels.
Where, say, 75 analog channels once existed, suddenly
there can be 75 or 100 more digital ones. Theoretically,
this box could even convert a signal into one thousand

2 channels, which brings new meaning to that old Bruce
Springsteen line about "57 channels and nothing on."
Such boxes can also pipe in "video -on -demand" or create
so-called high -definition images (even though no TV sets
can deliver such images).

And yet, even with all the hoopla, there are still two
nagging little problems with these boxes:

First, very few people-between 10,000 and 20,000-
actually have one. That should change fairly quickly,
though, because huge cable operators such as TCI, Adel -
phi, Cox and Comcast have only just begun to roll out set
top digital boxes like these.

And the second nagging problem: They may be com-
pletely obsolete within about a year.

Welcome to the new and confusing world of digital TV
on cable, where there are more questions than answers. For
example, will high -definition television-which will debut
in the nation's top 10 cities a year from now-find a place
on cable TV? How many people will actually shell out an

Illustration by Ed Reynolds
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"There is a little

dilemma: A great

deal ofnew shelf

space will be created

but not a lot of new

products to fill it.

extra $10 per month to get the new digital boxes? And
what happens to the "first generation" of digital set -top
boxes when those really new boxes-essentially computers
that could transform TV sets into home -entertainment
centers-are available?

No one has the answers, perhaps, because there are no
answers. Nevertheless, early last month Tele-Communica-
tions Inc., the nation's largest cable operator with more
than 14 million subscribers, announced plans to offer the
first generation DCT-1000 boxes to many of its subscribers.
So far, only about 8,000 homes have taken one.

Meanwhile, TCI-fully aware that the box will be old
technology a year from now-has hedged its bets by
ordering only 500,000. Leo Hindery, TCI president and
the man who is suddenly digital TV's biggest and most

important champion, says:
"Last spring [with the
launch of a test in Hartford
and other cities] TCI said
on behalf of itself and the
industry, 'Let's get started.'
If I always wait for the next
generation [of set -top box-
es], I'm always waiting.
[Some people] will be
thrilled with this product.
I've got one and I think I've
died and gone to heaven."

Hindery adds, "The
analogy I use internally is
that if someone had said to
Henry Ford [early on], 'I
want you to build the first
car, but let's make it a Mer-
cedes 600,' then a whole lot
of food shopping and dri-
ving back and forth to the
store over the last hundred

years would never have happened."
There is one good reason for TCI to forge ahead right

now. Over the last few years, major direct -to -home satellite
broadcasters like DirectTV have snatched thousands of
TCI customers by offering literally hundreds of channels.
For the average TCI customer in a small heartland town,
satellite TV has become especially alluring. And with
Christmas looming, TCI wants to blunt all those direct -to -

home satellite dish sales that are taking place at Sears
stores out there. The new TCI plan will offer as many as
136 channels-compared to the current 50. But while it all
sounds relatively simple-offer more channels, get more
customers-it is not. A debate is growing in the industry on
how best to proceed and whether more channels will neces-
sarily add up to greater profits.

With the advent of digital TV, "there is a little bit of a
dilemma [for over -the -air TV stations and cable opera-
tors] because a great deal of new shelf space will be creat-
ed but not a lot of new products to fill it," says Edward
Hatch, managing director and media analyst for UBS
Securities LLC. As a result, he says, "people are scram-
bling to find out what they can put on that would be
attractive to viewers and be an economically favorable

11

business model."
So what has given the collective television industry this

massive headache? The much -lauded digital revolution, of
course. With digital TV, a so-called "digital video bit-
stream"-composed of up to a billion bits of code per
second-is transmitted by the broadcaster. This signal
can then either be converted to a high -definition TV
image that is 100 percent sharper than the usual TV pic-
ture or be compressed and split into a number of chan-
nels. Typically, one analog channel is split into four digi-
tal ones, but that number continues to grow dramatically.
The average TCI cable subscriber gets around 50 chan-
nels of programming; with digital compression, a sub-
scriber could ultimately get 200 or more.

There is a major problem, however: The greater the
number of digital channels spawned from one analog chan-
nel, the poorer the picture quality. Another problem is that
high -definition takes up so much digital bandwidth; broad-
casters and cable operators cannot simultaneously improve
picture quality and expand channel choices.

Something's gotta give, and for now, it looks like picture
quality will be sacrificed.

Indeed, some TV broadcasters are mulling the creation
of multiple channel services that would effectively mimic
their cable counterparts. The plans-still in very early
stages-have outraged members of Congress who have
insisted that broadcasters use the digital bandwidth recent-
ly granted them to provide high -definition TV. But broad-
casters reason that there will be few TV sets capable of
receiving crystal-clear high -definition signals, so why not
put the signal to better use?

For cable operators, the situation is radically different.
For somewhere between $25,000 and $50,000, the typical
cable "head -end" can be converted to send out digital sig-
nals to viewers at home. Already, about 25 percent of all
subscribers-or some 16 million-are what's called "digi-
tal -ready," meaning they could get digital TV if they had a
box like a DCT-1000.

But like their over -the -air counterparts, the mavens of
the cable industry must now make a difficult choice.
Should they go with high -definition TV or add more chan-
nels? To them,the answer is patently obvious. They want to
add more channels.

Like network and TV station executives, cable execs
reason that people will pay for more channels, but it's
unlikely they will pay for a sharper picture. Yet this sce-
nario poses its own peculiar Rube Goldbergian dilemma.
HBO, Showtime and, ultimately, some pay -per -view movie
suppliers, will offer some of their programs in high -defini-
tion. And this, of course,means that the cable operators
will likely have to make sure that their subscribers can see
the HBO movie, for example, in high definition.

What's a poor cable operator-who is intent on adding
more channels at the expense of high-definition-to do?
The answer appears to: Set aside some portion of their dig-
ital bandwidth for high -definition.

But how much? No one seems to know.
Gary Poon, executive director of the DTV strategic

planning office for PBS, says that the cable industry has to
decide "whether or not they are are willing to sacrifice a lit-
tle more channel capacity for HDTV" Hypothetically, he
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TCI president
Leo Hindery
has 500,000
first -generation
digital boxes
on order.
What if he
needs more?
Don't ask.

says, "[an individual system] might have a hundred chan-
nels, and then when it goes digital have four hundred chan-
nels. But instead of saying, 'I want 400,' he might say, 'Let's
go for 300 and set aside a portion [of the bandwidth] for
HDTV.- (PBS, in fact, plans to offer several daytime
channels, and a single high -definition channel during
prime time starting next year. )

There is another complex issue taking shape here as
well. For the entire cable industry, the future of television
lies not so much in delivering more channels as in deliver-
ing everything-entertainment, pay -per -view on demand, e-
mail, the Internet, two-way data transmission-which
would allow for a range of activities as diverse as rewinding
a show in progress to calling a friend in Alaska.

Already some major cable operators, such as Time
Warner, are offering limited high-speed cable -modem ser-
vices (TW's Roadrunner is available in about nine cities)
for home computers. But the big money will come when the
home TV set effectively becomes an integrated entertain-
ment center/computer.

To get there, cable operators will need a new type of
set -top box-one that will put NextLevel's DCT-
1000 to shame. In early November, CableLabs,
the Louisville, Colo.-based cable consortium,
began to seek specifications from electronics
manufacturers for this new generation of set -top
boxes, so-called "OpenCable." The idea is to
create a "process... [that] would establish a box
that could be built by multivendors and be inter-
operable-that is, work on any cable system,
regardless of who makes it," says Mike
Schwartz, CableLabs' senior vp of communica-
tions. The new boxes, which are at least a year
away from production, "will have computer
capability, so that you could do more advanced
things," notes Schwartz.

Partly because of this next generation of
boxes, some major cable operators have declined to invest
in the DCT-1000 or other similar boxes. Time Warner,
the nation's second-largest MSO (12.5 million sub-
scribers), has ordered a new box from Scientific-Atlanta
called the Explorer 2000. Michael Luftman, TW's senior
vp of corporate communications, calls the DCT-1000 "a
good box, but not as advanced as the one we expect to
deploy next year."

Apparently not. The Explorer 2000 is, effectively, a
two-way digital receiver-the holy grail of the computer
industry. Beyond that, it might hold another key advan-
tages over the DCT-1000, and TCI. Like the entire cable
industry, both TCI and TW are replacing their aging
coaxial cable lines with fiber optics (a little more than
half of their subscribers receive their cable through fiber-
optic land lines).

Two-way digital transmission is possible only through
fiber optics. Thus, TW cable executives made the strategic
decision to hold off rolling out digital boxes until they have
more fiber-optic lines down.

But when the lines are down, TW promises, it will offer
a basic core of 75 to 80 analog channels, and then a digital
service of 200 or more channels. Not all of these new chan-
nels will be filled with new networks, however. Luftman

says they will be used "for multifeeding the same [pay -per -
view] movies" so that customers don't have to wait for a
movie to begin. "If you have 50 movies, you'll need 200
channels," he says.

Meanwhile, giant rival TCI has had its own problems to
deal with. Last year, the company's cash flow was squeezed
as it continued to upgrade its system to fiber optics nation-
wide.

To add insult, satellite broadcasters soaked up some
70,000 subscribers last fall. TCI launched a digital test in
three markets-Arlington Heights, Ill., Hartford, Conn.,
and Fremont, Calif.-and the response, said company
executives, was encouraging. So encouraging, in fact, that
TCI decided to do a national rollout. When TCI flipped the
switch on the new service on Thanksgiving day, a tiny
handful of digital subscribers will get, in addition to their
regular analog channels, another 36 digital channels fea-
turing networks like Classic Sports, Home & Garden TV,
the Game Show Network, Outdoor Life, and-of course-
TCI-owned channels like Discovery Kids and Discovery
Science. They will also get additional premium "movie-
plexes" like HBO 1, 2 and so on. And there will be ten
commercial free digital music channels (DMX audio chan-
nels).

For a TCI subscriber used to a diet of CNN and MTV,
it will be a stark change. TCI will also sell its digital feed to
other cable companies as well. Little do they know that fan-
cy new box will be outdated before too long.

TCI president Leo Hindery admits that his thinking on
digital has changed over the past year simply because digi-
tal itself has changed so much.

Yes, he says the DCT-1000 will not do a lot of the things
future boxes will do, and he insists that he will buy no more
from Nextlevel: As he puts it bluntly, "I bought my last
[DCT-1000] metal box [from the company] but not my last
[computer] device."

And no, the DCT-1000 will not be a horse -and -buggy
anytime soon. The reason, he says, is that the so-called
compression ratio-the number of digital channels that
can be squeezed onto one analog channel at the head-
end-continues to improve dramatically. "Last year," he
says, "we were talking a four -to -one [ratio]...Today, we
are twelve to one, and that's not the ceiling." (Of course,
the more channels that are compressed, the poorer the
picture quality.)

Some customers, he concedes, will want a fancier box
one day. This futuristic gizmo, he explains, "will be very
adaptable, like a chameleon. It will go through ten genera-
tions through [software] downloads." It is also a device that
people will be able to buy in their corner electronics store.

In the meantime, there's the good old DCT-1000. The
plan is to roll these boxes out-but not too fast. Lela
Cocoros, TCI senior vp of media and employee communi-
cations, says that "1.2 million potential homes" can receive
the digital services.

However, that could pose a huge problem for the com-
pany, which has ordered a mere half a million boxes.

What happens, for example, if every TCI subscriber
suddenly decides to throw down $10 per month for all
those nice new digital channels? "The drug of choice,"
says Hindery drily, "is Prozac."
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MTV Rocks, one
of seven digital
niche services
from MTV Nets,
will feature
heavy metal and
hard rock acts
such as Kiss.

Channel Change
Digital set -top boxes will make more space available for new networks.

Several companies are wasting no time in developing new services.

By Michael Burgi

Digital fever is starting to catch on in earnest
among major cable programmers. Last week,
both ABC's cable arm and MTV Networks
said they would launch new cable channels that
would roll out as digital offshoots of their

existing services.
They join Discovery Networks, HBO and Show -

time, which have also separated themselves into sever-
al subsets defined by movie genre-family, kids, etc.
But the other large cable programmers-most notably
the stable of networks run by Turner Broadcasting-
have yet to make their plans known. ESPN is
rumored to be mulling a fourth channel, and to some
degree its struggling ESPNews, which now counts
about 5 million homes, stands the best chance for
greater distribution as a digital service.

But MTV's moves to split itself up into several
musical genres in July
1998-dubbed "the
Suite from MTV"-
embodies the kind of
promise a digital future
offers the TV viewer.
The Suite is made up of
seven channels: M2,
which already exists; a
Latin music channel
called MTV Ritmo;
MTV Indie, which
incorporates rap, tech -
no and college music;
MTV Rocks, which
covers hard rock and

heavy metal; VH1 Soul, a channel that covers R&B
and soul; VH1 Country, which will try to distinguish
new country from traditional country music; and
VH1 Smooth, which will cover jazz, new age and
adult contemporary sounds.

Tom Freston, MTV Networks chairman, argues
that his channels are a sort of first in digital cable
programming expansion in that the lion's share of
videos seen on The Suite have not or would not he
seen on MTV or VH1 today. "Most of these channels
are like niches themselves," explained Freston. "For
example, MTV Rocks [will feature music] that has an
active, avid following. With MTV we want to play the
music that's most popular."

The further segmenting of MTV and VH1 is not,
however, a fresh idea. Back in 1991, MTV said it
would spin itself off into several musical niches, but
the plan fizzled when it was clear that distribution
would be a huge obstacle. Now, ostensibly, the distrib-
ution will be there if cable operators sign up sub-
scribers to digital boxes. The moves announced last
week could finally motivate cable operators to accel-
erate the rollout of digital set -top boxes now that
there's at least a smattering of programming available
to put on them. "There are a million boxes on order,"
said Freston, who seems to believe "it's happening."

"The operators are saying that it's coming into
focus," concurred Doug McCormick, president/CEO
of Lifetime Entertainment Services. "We can now
put down the telescope and pick up the binoculars.
And soon it will be right in our faces."

Lifetime's second channel, Lifetime Movie Net-
work, will debut in September 1998. McCormick said
he's confident that the Lifetime brand has established
itself enough to warrant a full-time movie service.
"This is a slam dunk," he noted. "It doesn't even need
three or four sentences to explain it. Our research
shows that 93 percent of women watching Lifetime
know that the movies we buy or make are specifically
targeted to them."

McCormick said LMN, which will carry four min-
utes of advertising (along with two minutes of local
time for cable operators to sell), will tap its own grow-
ing library of original films but will also license
movies from its parents, Disney and Hearst, who both
produce originals and movies of the week. But he
added that Lifetime will ramp up its original movie
production from one a month to greater frequency.

The tricky part in the infancy of digital program-
ming is the revenue stream. Freston said in the early
going MTV will seek a 10 -to -211 -cent license fee from
cable operators to fund the low-cost spinoffs. Once
critical mass is reached-he said that probably won't
be more than about 5 million subscribers-some ad
sales effort will kick in.

It remains to be seen which other cable program-
mers follow suit. But before any of them does, it's up
to the operators to convince subscribers who already
feel they're paying too much for their service now to
pay another 5111 for a digital box and all the program-
ming that comes with it.
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cost you $13,490.

Before you finalize your
1998 media schedule we think there's

something you should know.

Now when you put your ads in On
Wall Street you'll be reaching more

brokers for less money. A lot less

Get this: You'll be reaching 10,219
more brokers every month in On Wall

Street. For $5,200 less per page.

The 1998 open rate for a 4 -color page
in On Wall Street is $8,290. The same
page in Registered Representative will
You save $5,200.

What's more we reach 81,595 brokers out of a total circula-
Lon of 90,000. They only reach 71,376 brokers out of their
90,000 circulation. *

How'd we get to be the most popular trade magazine

aimed at brokers? Read an issue. Even though it's a monthly,
On Wall Street breaks news brokers need. Brokers also tell
us they get a real kick out of reading the news most Wall
Street biggies would prefer not to see in print.

On Wall Street is a magazine that tickles and teaches. And
brokers are loving it.

With those numbers Registered Representative isn't the no-
brainer anymore. Starting now On Wall Street is the no-brainer.

ON WALL STREET

Wise S Witty

For advertising information call 1-800-445-5845

* Source: June, 1997 BPA audit statements



Above: A view
of the main
studio. Below,
Sean "Puff
Daddy" Combs
in the studio
with Ananda
Lewis, host.

MTV's new studio is helping redefine the network with a

combination of live 'TV and the attitude of Times Square.

By Karen Hudes

These days in the business 01 live I V, it seems that you're
nobody if you don't have a studio that looks out onto a
famous street in New York City. Ever since the Today
show started airing from a fisbowl in Rockefeller Cen-
ter and the Fox News Channel went on the air from the

corner of 6th Ave. and 48th Streeet, networks have been hunt-
ing down space where they could stage shows against the film
noir backdrop of a New York City street. ABC recently signed
a lease at 1500 Broadway in Times Square for new studio
space. CBS is also said to be looking around the Times Square
area. For now, though, there is only one studio that looks out
on Times Square, and it is owned by MTV at 1515 Broadway.
Execs call the place "the crown jewel of our brand."

MTV's new
studio occupies the
mezzanine level of
the Viacom build-
ing, the headquar-
ters of MTV and
its corporate parent
since 1989. It over-
looks Broadway
through expansive
floor -to -ceiling
windows, which at
night transform the
studio into an illu-
minated stage. The
studio, which went

into operation Sept. 5, not only affords MTV a glittering,
organic backdrop, but it facilitates production of live, interac-
tive programming, which many here expect to help propel the
network in an ambitious new trajectory.

MTV formerly rented its studio space from National
Video on 42nd Street, which president Judy McGrath says,
"like most studios, was a big dark room disconnected from
the offices, perfectly fine, but not anywhere you'd be happy
to say, 'Michael Stipe, come on in."'

Having shot a Lenny Kravitz concert on 42nd Street a
few years back, McGrath says she saw the possibilities of the
neighborhood's electric ambiance and hit on the idea last
year of converting a floor right at MTV's home base. At the
time, she says, "1,000 reasons went up" why the space should
not become a studio, including such impracticalities as the
glare from the windows, acoustic flaws and the need to
install bullet-proof glass. Also, spending $8 million on
20,000 square feet of real estate went against conventional
thinking as to where a network should devote its budget. In
the end, McGrath says, "I came to the conclusion that for us
to move forward creatively, to say yes, we are emanating
from a place, and it's New York City, and it's Times Square,"
the investment was worth it. She adds that the payback will
be "the kind of energy it injects into the network over time."

The key advantage of the new location is the technologi-
cal capability to broadcast live at a low cost. To date, the stu-
dio has been used rather sparingly. MTV currently broad-
casts one hour of live TV a day, including news segments, as
well as concerts in its "Live at the 10 Spot," series. And it did



AMERICANS ARE TUNING IN TO TRIALS
AGAIN IN RECORD NUMBERS.

And we've got hard evidence. Since mid -July, beginning

with the Carroll O'Connor case, Americans have been

tuning in to live trials at levels not seen since the Simpson

case. In fact, the O'Connor, O'Brien, Woodward and Han

trials' average ratings were 240% higher than trials last

year. And recently, ratings have been up as much as

600%. Not bad. What's more, trial coverage is so popular

that even the day the stock market crashed, more house-

holds were tuned to Court TV than CNN, CNBC, MSNBC, Fox

News or Headline News (in Court TV's universe). And that's

the truth, the whole truth,

and nothing but the truth.

For more information call: Gig Barton - (212) 692-7859 (New York)  Gregg Johnson - (312) 335-1535 (Chicago)
Porky Campbell - (248) 740-5581 (Detroit)  Stephanie Grossman - (213) 620-7621 (Los Angeles)

Source: Nielsen StarTrak MF 12,367,I5P, 7/15-7/25/97, exclusions_ 7/15 12:30-1.45P, 7/17 12:301:30P ono 7,15.7:30P, 7/18 7.7:30P, 7/21 12.30 IP, 7/22 12.30-IP and 6.30-7P. 7/23 12 30-1:45P and 6:45-7:30P. 7/24 12,30.7:300, 7/2512,30-2P and 6:30-7:30P.

MF 9A -4P 9/18.10/1/97, exclusion 9.10A 9/22.9/25/92 10/7.10/30/97 MF 9A -4P. exclusions, 10/13 9A -4P. 10/24 9A -4P, 10/29 9A -4P, 10/31 10-114, i1/4 9A-4P. 10/30-11/4, MF 12:30.7,307. exclusions: 11/3 12:3027. 11/4 12:30-2P. 1/24-10/3/95 MI 12:307:30P,

MF 9A -5P, 1/112/29/96. 10/27/97. 10/28/97 99-57 10/27/97. All ratings in Court TV universe 90.5P.
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Singer/song-
writer Fiona
Apple opened
the brand new
studio with a
performance in
early
September.

a seven hour live video countdown that was telecast in
mid -November. It will get much more use in the future,
says McGrath, who wants the studio to give viewers the
impression that MTV is unpredictable.

Adding to the immediacy of live broadcast, the studio
features some interactive capabilities furnished by Intel,
an MTV sponsor. So far, the channel has taken advan-
tage of this by planting kiosks on campuses that enable
them to talk to students. VJs also invite viewers to call in
with video comments, questions for guests, and some-
times to stump Matt Pinfield, a VJ known for his ency-
clopedic musical knowledge.

There's another kind of interactivity on the set, where
VJs and guests mix with the gathering crowds outside-
in Drew Carey's case, singing karaoke with them, in David
Bowie's case, mooning them. Also conducive to experimen-
tation is the design of the space. One section is the bright,
central set where the daily show is based, another is in a
darker corner, designated for live concerts, and yet another
provides the option of filtered -out background scenery.
Among the studio's other features are a pool table as well as
a blue screen that the on -air talent use occasionally to step
into videos. Aside from the studios, the rest of the floor,
lined with colorful glass-doored offices and buzzing with
activity during telecasts, is also lit to be shot.

Senior vp of production Bob Kusbit, who came to MTV
seven months ago to help orchestrate the transition to the
new space, says the studio was designed "to be a great place
to hang out" and adds that "every celebrity is trying to get in

here now." He says the network may explore possibilities of
broadcasting sound into the street-though the issue is tricky
due to the theater district neighbors. He plans to televise a
New Year's Eve bash to coincide with the annual Times
Square festivities.

The casual aesthetic of the studio was partly influenced
by the feedback of young people whom vp of research and
planning Todd Cunningham classifies as trendsetters and
whom he and his staff talk to on the street and on-line. Tired
of the "overhyped" feel of entertainment in the '80s and ear-

ly '90s, Cunningham says those on
"the bleeding edge" are embracing
"the notion of being laid back."

Such input also informs the devel-
opment of new programming, and a
number of MTV's latest shows
reflect what Cunningham calls a
growing intellectualism and introspectiveness in youth cul-
ture. For "12 Angry Viewers," participants critique the
week's acquisitions and pick a favorite to go into high rota-
tion, and on the segment "Videosectomy," experts in such
fields as filmmaking and psychology interpret the signifi-
cance of the videos.

According to McGrath, delivering well-contexted shows
that present music in a fresh way is the main mission for next

year. MTV has been criticized for moving too far away
from its musical roots with the proliferation of programs
like MTV Sports and Singled Out, but recent manage-
ment changes are expected to address the problem. Kus-
bit has enlisted more "music -credible VJs" to host and
has assembled a new music department, including for-
mer Rolling Stone music editor Mark Kemp, to help
develop upcoming shows.

Though ratings have been relatively flat for the past
few years, MTV remains a top choice for advertisers to
reach 18-24 year olds, the demo the channel remains
committed to. Tom Winner, director of broadcast media
for Weiden & Kennedy, views the studio change as an
effort for MTV to revitalize its image. "The key to MTV
is its brand, which lost its luster a bit by having the rat-
ings hold steady...The live format does add excitement."

According to Larry Novenstern, senior vp, associate
media director for BBDO, who handles Visa and Pepsi,
the channel's largest advertiser, "[MTV] reaches the
right people, a niche audience...There's only so much

.1, you can say about a 0.5 rating." What's important, he
says, is that the network keeps its image fresh through

experimentation.
Looking to the future, McGrath says, "We need to chal-

lenge some forms of TV again...we do better when we
invent something like the Beavis and Butthead format or the
Real World format." In addition to new series, she intends to
produce a made -for -MTV movie.

Overcoming the once -prevalent complaint that the video
format would not compel viewers to stay tuned, McGrath
expects that a new wave of spontaneous, intelligent TV "will
give people reason to stick around."

Actor Matt
Dillon (I) drops
by for a round
of pool with
MTV host
Carson Daly.



Theodore Waitt

Gateway 2000, North Sioux City, SD.
34. Married, 4 children.

Talked out of joining -amily cattle
business. By father. Left college senior
year to start computer mail order business
in farmhouse. With $10,000 start-up loan

secured by grandmother's CD.

"Everybody was heading to Silicon

Valley. So I picked a cornfield."

Cofounded Gateway 2000 with partner,
Mike Hammond. 1985. Direct -market PC

seller and manufacturer based in South
Dakota. First year revenues $100,000.
Explosive growth due to low costs, fast ser-

vice. Expanded overseas, 1993. Marketing

coup: chose Holstein as company mascot.

"It was either the family cow or

the family dog. 'Mirky' lost."

1996 revenues: $5 Pillion.

Started reading Forbes as a student
at the University of Iowa in 1984.

Forbes
CAPITALIST TOOL

w.forbes.com
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WEEK Cable
Report;

FX's prime -time

schedule sprang to

life when it added

reruns of The X-

Files' and WYPD

Blue', and the num-

bers have been

climbing ever since.

Where Are They?
As viewers move from the big broadcast networks to cable, second -tier net-

works like TLC, FX, Cartoon and Comedy Central are gaining the most.

By Michael Biirgi

The ratings erosion that has plagued broadcast
network TV in recent years is well document-
ed. The usual explanation for where viewers are
turning is basic cable TV. But basic cable is not
a single entity. In the past, the big cable net-

works, such as TNT, Nickelodeon, USA and TBS, have
benefited greatly from the migration to cable. This
year, however, the viewers are going to second- and
third -tier networks, several of which are now poised to

join their bigger brethren.
Among the big winners this

year has been The Learning
Channel, which now ranks
among the top 10 cable networks
in reaching both adults 18-49 and
25-54. It's the first of the second -
tier networks (E!, Comedy Cen-
tral, Sci-Fi, etc.) to join the top
rung. This sibling network to
Discovery Channel has seen its
ratings and share of audience
climb from month to month for
at least a year now. However, its
ratings for November 1997 fell to
the same level as November
1996. Still, TLC is now available
to 25 percent more homes than it
was at this time last year, so it is
reaching more total viewers.

Looking at total house-
holds-as opposed to any demo-
graphic breakdowns-the two
biggest success stories are FX
and Cartoon Network, which
each added three -tenths of a
ratings point during the just-

ended November sweeps.
Compared to November

1996, Cartoon rose 27 percent from a 1.1 universe
rating to a 1.4, and its household delivery just about
doubled from 331,000 homes reached to 650,000.
Cartoon's delivery grew so much in part because of
strong distribution growth (it now counts 46 million
homes). Cartoon's strength lies with kids 2-11 and 6-
11. According to Karl Kuechenmeister, senior vp of
ad sales for Cartoon, Cartoon's kids 2-11 delivery
has surged 91 percent in 1997, though it still lags well

behind Nickelodeon.
Looking at November 1997 compared to Novem-

ber 1996, FX saw its prime -time rating jump 43 per-
cent from a 0.7 to a 1.0, while its household delivery
went up 73 percent from 186,000 homes to 339,000.
FX's prime -time schedule sprang to life in August
when it added reruns of The X -Files and NYPD Blue,
and the numbers have been climbing ever since.
Though it doesn't register among the top 10 cable
networks in delivery of adults 18-49-mainly
because its distribution still needs to grow consider-
ably from its current 30 million homes-its delivery
of that coveted demo has shot up in recent months to
the hundreds of thousands.

Other midsized networks are showing strong
gains. The History Channel, for one, has seen its
household delivery grow 86 percent. And Comedy
Central, in many ways on the strength of one incredi-
ble breakout show, South Park, jumped 20 percent in
prime -time ratings and 37 percent in household
delivery. The network has seen somewhat of a halo
effect around the show, though one program cannot
single-handedly raise a network's rating.

Sci-Fi Channel and ESPN2, though their ratings
remained flat, also saw their household delivery
grow on distribution gains, ESPN2 40 percent and
Sci-Fi 25 percent. Court TV doubled its prime -time
rating and delivery, but that meant jumping from a
0.1 to a 0.2.

Among the major networks, some were ratings
losers. TBS suffered a recent ratings hit because
Coach has tanked leading into prime time. ESPN
was down 10 percent in ratings and delivery during
November, but it's a victim of NFL games that did-
n't draw as high an audience as last year. CNN was
also down 11 percent in both ratings and household
delivery.

Not only the big boys suffered. CNBC, for one,
saw its prime -time rating drop 29 percent to a 0.5,
while its household delivery dropped 26 percent to
311,000 homes. The Weather Channel, never a big
ratings -getter, also dropped 25 percent in ratings and
21 percent in delivery.

But far more small networks gained than lost.
And though the broadcast networks feel the collec-
tive pinch of cable as a whole, the day is inevitable
when the big cablers will feel the same pain.
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Don't be duped
by a duplicator....
There are those who claim to be a
JVC Licensee, but they are not.

"Licensed Shell?"
"Licensed Tape?"
No Such Thing!

VHS

Duplicators or loaders are misleading you if
they claim they are using "licensed" shells or
"licensed" tape...shells are not "licensed by JVC. Tape is

not "licensed" by JVC. The duplicator or loader that loads tape into
the shell is the only company that is licensed by JVC.

The Symbol Of Quality!
II 1I ,r-

JVC IS THE OWNER OF THE VHS LOGO TRADEMARK
CONTROLLING THE SUPERIOR QUALITY IT SYMBOLIZES

Certain companies meeting JVC's quality standards are permitted to
manufacture shells (V -Os) provided that their shells are sold only to
custom -loading duplicators or loaders who are licensed by JVC.



Only these licensed Duplicators
and Loaders in good
standing...
are authorized to use the VHS Logo Trademark, The Symbol

Of Quality, on their clients' cassettes and packaging. Anyone

not licensed by JVC using this logo is

in violation of law.

CALIFORNIA
Audio -Video -Color Corp.
Central Video
Custom Duplication
Magnetic Products
Magnetic 21 (L)**
Mediacopy
National Video Tape Co. (L)**
Precise Media Services, Inc.
Technicolor Video Services
3-G Videocassette Corp.
United AudioNideo Group
Video Tape Plus (L)**

COLORADO
Denver Dubbing
VU Media Duplication

CONNECTICUT
Color Film Corporation

FLORIDA
Christian Video International
Digital Communications
Technology Corporation

Media Concepts Inc.
Video Tape Supply Co. (L)**

GEORGIA
Sound Video Corporation

IDAHO
Morning Sun Productions

ILLINOIS
Rank Video Services America
Black Ravan (L)**

INDIANA
Full Perspective Video

Services Inc.

KANSAS
Magtek (L)**

MAINE
Downeast Duplication, Inc.
E -Media (L)**

MICHIGAN
American Sound & Video
Audio Video Distributors
Premiere Video
Producers Color Service Inc.
Producers Tape Service (L)**

MINNESOTA
Digital Excellence Inc.
Duplication Factory
Lexium High Performance

Media (L)**
Precision Tape Inc.
Vaughn Communications Inc.

MISSOURI
Ameritape (L)**
Video Services Group, Inc.

NEW JERSEY
Mardee
PSI AudioNideo Duplication
Video Lab Cassette Division
U.S. Magnetics (L)**

NEW YORK
Allied Digital Technologies

Corp.
Cine Magnetics Video &

Digital Laboratories
DXB Video Tapes Inc.
Silva Communications, Inc.

NORTH CAROLINA
CPU Duplication
Mirror Image Duplication

Services

OHIO
Curtis Inc.
The Little Warehouse Inc.
Video Duplication Services, Inc

PENNSYLVANIA
Action Duplication
American Videomatic (L)**
WRS Motion Picture & Video

Laboratories

SOUTH CAROLINA
Correct AN (L)**

The Symbol Of Quality!

**Licensed JVC Loaders. All others are JVC
Licensed Duplicators. For complete list of
information on locations/branches contact

Larry Finley Associates (LFA)
Phone: 212-874-5716 Fax: 212-724-0522

(Information list for Rights Owners/Producers only).

VHS
JVC IS THE OWNER OF THE VHS LOGO TRADEMARK

CONTROLLING THE SUPERIOR QUALITY IT SYMBOLIZES

TENNESSEE
MPL Film & Video
Opryland Duplicating Services
Sterling Video Services

TEXAS
International Cassette Corp.

UTAH
Arrow America
Cassette Duplicators Inc.
Cassette Productions
Osborn Video Production &

Duplicating
Video West Productions

VERMONT
Resolution Video Production

& Duplicating

WASHINGTON
Premiere America Inc.
Northwestern Inc. (L)**

CANADA
MONTREAL
AstralTech

TORONTO
Cinram
Videolux Canada (L)**
VTR Video

JVC®
VICTOR COMPANY OF JAPAN, LIMITED

12, 3-Chome, Moriya-cho, Kanagawa-ku Yokohama 221, Japan
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MOVERS

CABLE TV
The Weather Channel has
named Terry O'Reilly senior
vp of programming/produc-
tion. O'Reilly was formerly
vp of the London -based
subsidiary of ABC, World-
wide Television News
Corp....David Friend has
joined CNBC Business
News as executive produc-
er of the 5:30 to 8:30 a.m.
dayparts, overseeing pro-
duction and development.
He had been executive pro-
ducer of Warner Bros.' Extra
syndicated newsmagazine.

TV STATIONS
A.H. Belo Corp. has named
Ken Middleton president
and gm of its ABC -affiliated
station WHAS-TV in Louis-
ville, Ky. Middleton was
president/gm of Belo's
KMSB-TV (Fox) and KTTU-
TV (UPN), operated under a
local marketing agreement
in Tucson, Ariz.

AGENCIES
Nicole Paulsen has been
upped from assistant
media planner/buyer to
media planner/buyer in

Cramer-Krasselt's Chicago
office. She is assigned to
the Haworth (office furni-
ture), Hyatt and LaSalle
Banks accounts.

PRINT
After 10 years as art direc-
tor of Hachette Filipacchi's
Boating, Randy Steele has
been named editor of the
title, replacing the departing
Richard Stepler. Prior to
joining Boating, Steele was
associate editor at HFM's
Flying. Also at HFM, Janet
Finkel has joined as sales
development manager for
Home and Metropolitan
Home. She had been tex-
tile manager at Fairchild's
Home Furnishing News.

The Media Elite
Edited by Anne Torpey-Kemph

Holt's Helping Hand
Ted Turner and Wayne
Huizenga have been
there. Bob Dole, Billy

Graham and Oprah Winfrey too.
Now Dennis Holt, founder and
chairman/CEO of Western
International Media, is to be
honored with the Horatio Alger
Award, given by the nonprofit
Horatio Alger Association to
people who "triumph over adver-
sity" and show an "uncommon
commitment to helping others."

In Holt's rags -to -riches story,
known to many in the media
community, a central character
is '50s TV star Ozzie Nelson.
Hearing of the struggling Holt
family situation-Holt's father
suffered a heart attack that pre-
vented him from working-do-
gooder Nelson gave Dennis,
then 13, a job as a stand-in cast
member on ABC's The Adven-

'Worth' Turns Trump
wo stuntmen, a heavy -
gauge rope, a high bar, a
Brioni suit, an art direc-

tor, a millionaire and a body-
guard. That's what it took to pull
off (or should we say up?) the
cover shoot for
the December/
January issue of
Capital
Publishing's
Worth, featuring
a head -over -heels
Donald Trump.

Though the
Donald came
into the studio
knowing that
Worth wanted to
turn him upside-
down for the
cover effect,

......  
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He lost

tures of Ozzie and Harriet.
"Having lived on 17th and

Figueroa [in downtown Los
Angeles], things were pretty
tough on my family, but then
came along Ozzie Nelson to
change our lives," recalls Holt.
The TV job helped him support
his family and,
he says, gave
him hope and
faith in his abili-
ty to survive.
Holt went on to
form Western
in 1969 and
build it into the
largest media -
buying agency
in the world.

Never forget-
ting his child-
hood, Holt is
involved in

Topsy-Turvy

Holt's latest award
reminds him of his roots.

Trump balked when he saw the
bar -pulley system that would
string him up, recounts Worth
art director Philip Bratter.
After some coaxing by Bratter,
some demonstrating by the

stunt guys and a
lot of consulting
with his body-
guard, Trump
finally submit-
ted. "But," said
Trump, "I don't
want you to
touch my hair or
makeup-I just
came from
doing Dateline
NBC and I like
the way they

his lunch money, did it."
but his hair stayed put. -ATK

many charitable works, among
them the Advertising Industry
Emergency Fund, which assists
ad people through hard times.
He also regularly contributes to
the homeless -helping Midnight
Mission in downtown L.A. and
the Challengers Boys & Girls
Club of Southern California.

"I still work seven days a
week, and it says in the Bible to

find time to do
quiet giving,"
says Holt.
"That's a mis-
sion I'll carry
for the rest my
life."

The Alger
award will be
presented next
April in a cere-
mony in Wash-
ington, D.C., to
be broadcast on
PBS. -Michael
Freeman

TV Gets Classy
The ivory towers of acade-
mia have begun to
embrace what was once

considered oh -so -lowbrow: televi-
sion. By spring 1999, the revered
S.I. Newhouse School of
Communications at Syracuse
University will launch a history
of prime -time programming
course as part of its new Center
for the Study of Popular
Television. Predicting it'll be "a
real hot seller," Dr. David Rubin,
dean of the Newhouse School,
says the undergrad course will
study how shows ranging from I
Love Lucy to All in the Family
have shaped America's values.

Schools that already offer
TV studies include the Universi-
ty of Texas, Wisconsin and
UCLA. -Richard Katz
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Ti -E BOX's denviding audie ice will demanc

your iranc. to.. HE BOX eavironmert ot'ers

high viewing ti ii and low co umerr,ial clinter

So your message is sure :o be seen hy BOX

viewers. who over index the rational -,2verage

of 12-34 year e ds or pure uses of athletic

shoes, sol crini.s, and appa -el. Chants are.

what they se3 3r THE BO 't is will. they' I

get. Incluiing yaw product. Aivertisers know

tat wnei you need to reach detrmined

12-34 year 31:s wi:h pirchasing power.

THE BOX is the place your brand needs to he.

concentra
34 olds

than any network.

THE

B
National Advertising Sales
East Coast:
Jeff Eiguit 212.253.1720 ext. 22
West Coast:
Nina toski 310.441.8425 ext. 223



Introducing Stradegy;
a media intelligence system
that's so fast and flexible
it can follow you anywhere.

We call it anywhere, anytime flexibility. And it's as close and convenient

as your computer and modem. Stradegy2 is a new online system from CMR

that gives you immediate access to media intelligence, in your office or on

the road. Want to know who, what, when, where, how, and how much?

Stradegy2 is ready when you are, wherever you are. Anywhere, anytime.

All you have to do is ask.

Who are the big spenders

in sports programming?

On which Networks?

Which programs are

they buying? What is

their share of voice for

men 18-49 across

each medium?

I I 'hen and where did

a competitor's brand first

appear? What is their

target demo? Which

dayparts? Which days

of the week?

Slinky is a Registered Trademark of James Industries, the originator of the Slinky.
We would like to thank Ms. James for allowing us to present our story using the timeless Slinky.
01997 Competitive Media Reporting



How much was spent in

Spot TV in Atlanta and

San Francisco last year?

By station?

II 'Ito are the biggest

spenders on the cable

news networks vs.

network news?

What was the commercial

separation between my

spots and my competitor's

for last week?

What was my competi-

tor's national buy for

magazine and television?

How much did they

spend in the local media

in Chicago? In the

Southwest markets?

See how flexible it is?

With worldwide access,

Stradegy2 gives you the freedom

to spring into action at your

desktop PC in New York or

your laptop in London. And ft's

not just resilient, it's resourceful.

With comprehensive, easy -to -

read intelligence reports that

let you bend, flip or stretch

your view of the information.

So where do you go from here?

Call 212.789.1400

COMPETITIVE MEDIA REPORTING

1w7adegee)/C-micyouf-p66174
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MEDIA DISH

At New York's Cheetah Club in mid -November for

a party honoring Cosmopolitan's December cover

girl, singer Mariah Carey (I. to r.): Corey; Bud Kon-

heim, CEO, Nicole Miller; and Bonnie Fuller, editor -

in -chief, Cosmo

Bride's magazine and Cosmetic Exec ht ive Women

hosted a recent reception at the Yak Club in Man-

hattan to celebrate the just -published Tile Rules II:

More Rules to Live and love By (Warier Books).

From left: Millie Bratten, editor-in-cl ief, Bride's -

Rules authors Ellen Fine and Sherrie ichneider; and

Deborah Fine, publisher, Bride's

At an Intel -sponsored reception at the Fall '91 Comdex conference in Las

Vegas last week were to r.) Greg D'Alba, executive vp of ad sales for CNN;

Lou Dobbs, president of CNNfn, the financial news network; Dennis Carter,

vp and director of sales and marketing, Intel Corp.; and Richy Glassberg,

senior vp, Turner Interactive Marketing Et Sales.

At Accent Conde Nast, the publishing company's annual daylong seminar for young media planners, CN ad directors enlightened reps from 16 agencies. (Left photo) Robin

Naylor, ad director, Allure, Lisa Fazio, media planner, Publicis Bloom; and Bill Wackerman, ad director, CN Traveler. (Right photo) Kimberly Hayes and Lori Robinson, media plan-

ners, CRK Advertising; Jim Taylor, ad director, Architectural Digest, Stephanie Huff, media planner, Calvin Klein Cosmetics; and Beth McCain, beauty/fashion manager, AD
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DIRECTORIES

AGE\(\ DIM CTORI

If you've been using "that other
reference" you'll be pleasantly
surprised how quickly you can
access information with ours. You
don't have to consult an index or
determine the type of agency
first - find all the data you need
FAST, the first time. That's
because ADWEEK'S AGENCY
DIRECTORY provides separate
listings with personnel, accounts
and billings for each branch loca-
tion. It lists over 6,300 Adver-
tising Agencies, PR Firms and
Media Buying Services alpha-
betically by company name.
Included are agencies and
organizations specializing in
Sales Promotion  Recruitment 
Yellow Pages  Health Care 
Sports Marketing  Infomer-
cials Direct Marketing 
Interactive Advertising
Marketing Communications
Market Research Creative
Design and more - all cross-
indexed by geography, organiza-
tion type and parent company.
No other reference offers such a
wealth of easy -to -access informa-
tion, all backed by the worldwide
resources of MEM.

Order the 1998 ADWEEK Agency Directory for just $295.

ORDER TODAY! CALL TOLL -FREE 1 (800) 468-2395
ADWEEK DIRECTORIES 1515 BROADWAY NEW YORK NY 10036 ADAD98AG



(Web Clickthrough)

You asked for Web clickthrough, to go along with Juno's 100% accountability and the most

powerful targeting online. Done. Now, Juno not only guarantees delivery of your message to its

millions of members-who you want, when you want, the number of times you want-it can also

deliver its members directly to your Web site. Find out about Juno, now with clickthrough to

your Web site. All the pieces fit.

Juno Free Internet Email

Now over 3 million members  advertise@juno.com  1-800-267-JUNO  www.juno.com
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New reports reveal that there are more obstacles facing the Secure

Electronic Transaction protocol, which is meant to streamline Internet commerce. But

the new hurdles-concerning the cost and time involved in using SET-show that the dis-

cussion has moved beyond the security of Internet commerce itself. Finally. Maybe the

digerati realize that since it is easier to steal credit card numbers in the real world,

Internet security may be a greatly overhyped debate on the Web.-Catharine P Taylor

@deadline Yahoo Launches Yuletide
One Show for the Web

Electronic CommerceThe One Club for Art & Copy, a
nonprofit organization that
annually hosts the highly
regarded One Show, will hold
its first -ever awards program
dedicated solely to new media.
Called One Show Interactive,
the show will reward creative
excellence in Web banners,
alternative forms of online
advertising, Web -based corpo-
rate images and promotional
campaigns. The ceremony is
scheduled to be held on April
29, 1998.

New Chunky Site
Campbell Soup Co., Camden,
N.J., launched the second of
its brand sites last week.
Developed by Interactive
Marketing & Creative Concepts,
Dallas, www.chunky.com fea-
tures football -related content
and games, based on Chunky's
NFL sponsorship and endorse-
ment deal with Green Bay
Packer player Reggie White.
Campbell's next online
launch, for Healthy Request
soups, is due out this month.

Worldwide Kickoff
A promotion for World Cup
Dream League, a fantasy league
for soccer fans, will involve an
integrated online and print
campaign that is being billed
as the largest in the world by
Total Sports magazine, which
is creating a site for the
league. With banners and
newspaper ads incorporating
new information daily, the
campaign is expected to reach
approximately 500 million
print readers and 78 million
online users in 20 countries
around the world.

By Bernhard Warner

In an effort to tie more of its advertisers
directly to online commerce, Yahoo last
week unveiled "Holiday Extravaganza

'97," the first of two Christmas promotions,
with a dozen participating sponsors including
J. Crew, Clinique and FTD. A second, zanier
holiday initiative, "Holiday Psychic Gift Guide"
on Netscape Guide by Yahoo kicks off Dec. 2
to promote Prodigy Inter-
net, Beneficial Bank and
online retailer Z Auction.

The back-to-back pro-
motions have the biggest
advertiser participation of
any Yahoo effort to date.
Others participating in
"Holiday Extravaganza
'97" include: De Beers
Jewelers, Micron Tech -

one of three new holiday pages: "Snowflake
Falls," "Santa's Big Squeeze," and "Holiday
Dreamland." Additional links will be seeded
throughout Yahoo. "We've structured it so that
it's as easy as possible to send [a visitor] to
information on the products or directly to the
site," said Bill Miltenberger, sales promotion
manager at Yahoo.

The price tag for the
three-week promotion is
believed to be more than
$100,000 per participant.

For J. Crew, New York,
the promotion marks the
first online marketing
splash for the cataloger.
The company views it as a
means to accumulate
prospective customers,

boost online sales and promote the brand, said
Michael Cohen, president of iballs Internet
Media, New York, which handles J. Crew's
online media. J. Crew intends to increase its Net
presence in 1998 with an online catalog, Cohen
added.

"Holiday Psychic Gift Guide" runs Dec. 2
through Dec. 22 on the Netscape Guide by
Yahoo. After visitors answer a few humorous
riddles, one of three fictitious psychics will
offer what appear to be random holiday shop-
ping tips, which are actually linked to one of
three Gift Guide sponsors. 

welcome to J.
co, ,ou

Leavy dill
N. wow pmee oh pest list

Yahoo's "Holiday Extravaganza '97" features holiday-

themed pages for advertisers including J. Crew.

nology, Shopping.com, Toys.com, CyberShop,
Pets.com, Computer Shopper's NetBuyer and
CDnow.

In each case, advertisers will be featured
on specific holiday-themed pages within Yahoo
that enable visitors to order gifts directly from
the advertisers' site. In a first for Yahoo, a
rotation of products from each of the sponsors
will be featured catalog -style in one of three
sections of "Holiday Extravaganza '97," which
launches Thanksgiving Day and runs through
Dec. 18.

Advertisers' product links will be housed in

Search News Features Reviews People Events

NEW MEDIA UNIT EVOLVES AT FALLON p. 481 ANOTHER SPIN-OFF FROM POPPF p. 481

GETTING INTO MEDIA AT NICHOLSON p. 501 MOTRO: INFOSEEK'S LATEST FIND p. 501
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bits
'Microsoft's New York Sidewalk and New
York -based promotional company PromoCart
will once again blanket Manhattan with the
outdoor black -and -white letter campaign
created by Wieden & Kennedy, Portland, Ore.
The campaign, which first launched last
summer, will begin appearing on food vendor
umbrellas this week.

'Discovery Networks has selected Magnet
Interactive Communications, Washington D.C.,
to construct a site for the cable network that
permits local cable operators to access infor-
mation about programming, audience
research and ad sales partners.

/Yahoo, Santa Clara, Calif., will launch Yahoo
Sports on Dec.1, marking the company's first
official sports news offering. The Sporting
News will be its primary source of sports
news.

'Advertising network UnkExchange, San Fran-
cisco, has expanded its national sales efforts by
opening a New York sales office.
In addition, the company is teaming with
Chicago -based rep firm The Graffiti Group to
handle some LinkExchange business through
a new unit, Graffiti Interactive LinkExchange
will be the new unit's only client for one year.

'Think New Ideas has launched a new look for
Logitech's Web site. The redesign is phase one
in a three-part assignment involving an
intranet and extranet for the Fremont, Calif. -

based computer attachments manufacturer.

"In conjunction with this week's Internet
Online Summit: Focus on Children in Wash-
ington, D.C., webnet-marketing, an Internet
placement shop, launched a site to educate
parents about online content. Infoseek, WebTV,
Wire Networks and Yahoo have donated banners
to drive traffic to the site-SmartParent.com.

'Interactive Bureau, the New York -based new
media shop founded by designer Roger
Black, has joined with London -based public
relations firm Lowe Bell Communications to
open a London office of Interactive Bureau.
Lowe Bell's holding company, Chime Commu-
nications, will maintain a 75 percent stake in
the venture.

las a sponsor of the 1998 Olympic Winter
Games, Coca-Cola, Japan, has launched a site
for the February event in Nagano, Japan.
Located at wwwcocacola.co.jp, the site's fea-
tures include athlete profiles and a virtual
tour of the Olympic Village.

Revolv-olution: Fallon
To Open New Media Unit
BY LAURA RICH-Fallon McElligott will
launch a separate interactive marketing
unit next week, spinning off a department
that has built award -winning Web sites for
such clients as BMW, Nikon and Miller Lite.

"To be the best in the
world in interactive, we need
to be more than the interac-
tive department of Fallon
McElligott," said Mark Gold-
stein, president of integrated
marketing at Minneapolis -
based Fallon.

Called Revolv, the new unit
will be independent but not
freestanding. Similar to Fal-
lon's relationship with design
shop Duffy Design, the unit
will not be its own profit cen-
ter, but will follow Fallon's practice of cen-
tering profits around each client. Revolv can
pursue its own clients, but it will not go after
clients that conflict with Fallon's roster.

Joe Duffy, whose reputation as a strong,
cutting -edge designer has boosted Fallon's
image, will be Revolv's president. He is
expected to split his time evenly between
Duffy Design and Revolv. Goldstein said
that in general, Revolv will equally empha-
size design, technology and strategy. In a
recent campaign for BMW's 1998 models,

Goldstein wants
he the best In

the unit to
interactive.

the agency marketed the cars online by
giving interested consumers a CD-ROM.
When it was integrated with the Web site,
it gave a more detailed look at the line.
Goldstein remarked that the campaign

incorporated Fallon's design
style into online technology.

According to Goldstein,
Revolv will be an element in
every Fallon office, beginning
with 30 staffers working
from the Minneapolis head-
quarters, as well as staffers
in New York. As Fallon
embarks on its recently
announced overseas expan-
sion, Revolv will expand in
tandem. By mid -1998, Revolv
is expected to have an esti-

mated 40 employees. Its revenue in 1997 of
approximately $3.5 million will grow to
about $5 million by the end of 1998, pre-
dicted Goldstein.

Fallon's interactive history began
about three years ago with an assignment
from Ameritech. Goldstein has headed up
the agency's interactive efforts, maintain-
ing its integration with the rest of the
agency. He will remain on Revolv's execu-
tive board, but will turn over day-to-day
duties to Duffy. 

Poppe Tyson Sprouts New
Advertising Research Firm

BY LAURA RICH-Poppe Tyson is spinning
off yet another company. This time, it is in
the advertising research field.

DecisionTree, a repositioned incarna-
tion of former Bozell Advertising research
firm KRC Research and Consulting,
launches today. Clients include Polygram,
Easter Seals and Intershop.

"We are the second generation of
research firms," said Nick Nyhan, manag-
ing director of DecisionTree. Nyhan
joined KRC two years ago, following
stints at George magazine and working for
former New York governor Mario Cuomo.

DecisionTree plans to focus on online
research of consumer attitudes toward
brands and creative messages. Using ad
banners to recruit respondents, as well as
quick -turnaround, computerized systems
created by Poppe, the company says it has
found more effective methods of conducting
online ad research.

For example, in conducting a recent
survey for Easter Seals, the company was
able to quickly find an online sample
group of women over 50 and research its
attitudes towards a new logo and brand
positioning. Even though it was trying to
recruit an atypical online audience, the
company said it has actually found larger
sample groups more quickly over the
Internet, even among targets that are not
thought of as online users.

Nyhan noted that DecisionTree's online
recruitment banners have been successful,
generating 800 clicks in 36 hours for a
recent survey conducted on PointCast
Direct, as compared to an average cam-
paign's rate on the service of 150 clicks.

DecisionTree's sole financial backer is
Poppe Tyson. Poppe's previous spinoffs
include Internet advertising sales firm
DoubleClick and, more recently, software
developer Neterra. 
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Nicholson Expands
Media, Research

Nicholson New York is sharpening its
skills for developing strategic Web adver-
tising. The interactive agency, which has a
minority investment from Interpublic
Group, is expanding its media buying and
planning, and research and measurement
capabilities. Instead of being treated as
basic services, the company is integrat-
ing these disciplines into the interactive
marketing process earlier, before creative
work is produced. Previously, some of
Nicholson's buying and planning was exe-
cuted outside of the agency.

As part of the initiative, the shop has
made two new hires within the past
month: media director Kathleen
Sheridan, who had been an associate
director of interactive media at
Wunderman Cato Johnson, and Michael
Wexler, director of research and
measurement, who joined from Bronner
Slosberg Humphrey's Strategic
Interactive Group, where he was manag-
er of marketing analysis.

The company's revamped media and
research departments position Nicholson
in a somewhat similar fashion to stand-
alone online media shop i-traffic and iballs
Internet Media, the interactive media unit
spun off earlier this year from
Kirshenbaum Bond & Partners. "We're
taking a more holistic approach by looking
at clients' business goals and needs and
integrating Michael and Kathleen into that
process," said Chad Gallant, Nicholson
executive vice president.

Nicholson has no plans right now to
spin off a separate group to compete
directly with those companies. Wexler
admits, however, "It is something that can
be independent."-AS

IQ movers
Eagle River Interactive, New York, has
made the following appointments: Chris
B ishop to senior project manager from pro-
ject manager at CKS Partners; Dotan Saguy
to project manager from senior consultant
at Andersen Consulting; and Ed Bocchlno to
senior developer from media integrator at
Viacom Interactive Services . . . Floyd
Williams has joined Internet Profiles Corp.
as vice president, engineering from the
same post at Evolve Software, San
Francisco . .. Rick Robinson has been pro-
moted to general manager from executive
vp, account services at K2 Design .. . Brian
Powers, formerly an attorney, has joined
Vantage One Communications Group,
Cleveland, as COO and general manager.

INSIDER

Q

MOTRO'S
MANDATE

By Anya Sacharow

t speaks to the craziness of Harry Motro's online career: Recently,w
-11-1 his 37th birthday, the Infoseek thief executive could only squeeze

n an interview in a Manhattan effIce lobby between stops on an

Infoseek investor tour. Ever the entre-
preneur, he joined the company in April
as president from CNN Interactive,
where he started AllPolitics.com,
CNN.com and CNNfn.com.

Motro was named Infoseek CEO
within a month of joining, with the man-
date to build a company that by some
measures is third among search engines
behind Excite and Yahoo. According to
October Media Metrix data of home -

based online usage, 41.2 percent surfed
the Yahoo network of sites, 25.1 percent
went to the Excite network, and
17.3 percent went to Infoseek.

But Motro's take on Infoseek's per-
formance betrays how much he likes
a good fight. On the day last month
that he held this interview, he enthu-
siastically reported that Infoseek had
just had its first 16 -million -page -view
day. He also made the argument that
Infoseek's numbers are ahead of
Excite's, with Infoseek recording
7.9 million unique users in August to
Excite's 7.6 million. "Competitors make
me a better company," he contends.
Motro came to Infoseek to turn it into
a "connected media company"-his
words for describing how search can
serve to connect people with similar
interests.

Not surprisingly, Motro was raised
by an entrepreneur. His father came to
the United States from Israel and start-
ed a lumber business. He eventually

turned down his father's offer to take
the business over, instead working at
Coopers & Lybrand, where he advanced
to manager of audit services. He moved
to Turner Broadcasting in 1988 to learn
the media business, focusing on mergers
and acquisitions.

By 1994, however, he had offered to
start an interactive unit for Turner. He
became its senior vice president and
built it to a staff of 200. In Ted Turner,
he found a second father figure. "I dealt
with Ted the same way I dealt with my
father," he explains. "Ted is an entre-
preneur. All he understands is how to
grow a business."

infoseekr
Motro's ideas for the future of

Infoseek were definitely informed by
the time he spent at CNN Interactive. In
early 1994, he had looked at interactive
usinesses as a method of supporting

Turner's entertainment division, but he
soon began to view the Internet as more

an information medium.
Now, he envisions the next stage in

that evolution. Motro believes that the
last ten years of technology growth
have been about how computers affect
peoples' work lives. But, he predicts,
`The next ten years are about comput-
ers affecting peoples' personal lives." 



How does $541 billion in
spending power sound?

SOUND INTERESTING?
That's what Knight Ridder Real Cities delivers through our

network of community -based Web sites with roots in

our newspaper heritage.
Unlike many Web publications, each one of our sites has a

real -world counterpart in the community it serves. A real office-
staffed by people who've been interacting with our audience for

years-bringing them relevant news, information and content

that relate to their lives.
All of which makes this a dream network for advertisers.

THINK OF I T: We deliver an audience that we know by

experience, not just by analysis. Markets with $541 billion in
Effective Buying Income An audience that is two to five times

more likely to make online transactions than Internet users

in general.*
WANT TO REACH REAL PEOPLE? You've come

to the right place. Knight Ridder Real Cities.

For more information call 1-408-938-6000 or visit:

www.realcities.com

KNIGHT RIDDER

O Effective Buying Income is a trademark of Bill Communications, Inc. ' Inteco Corp., The Interactive Home, 1997.

1997 Knight Bidder Real Cities. Real Cities is a trademark of Knight Ridder New Media, Inc.

Reau News. Real Information. Real people.
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In January, Adweek's editors will under-

take the arduous task of choosing the

50 best new TV commercials of 1997,

plus the best new campaign of the year.

The winners will be announced in

Adweek's February 2, 1998 issue.

Single spots and campaigns which aired

in the U.S. for the first time in 1997 are

eligible for submission. English language

commercials only. PSA's are not eligible

for review. Send all spots on 3/4"

NTSC video, dubbed from a broadcast

quality master. Please include bars and

tone at the front of the reel on all dubs.

Multiple spots and campaigns may be

submitted on one reel.

NO ENTRY FEES & NO ENTRY FORMS!

DEADLINE: 1 2/31 /97
(don't even think of asking for an extension!)

Please include the following information

with all submissions:

Agency/Location, Brand and Spot Title,

Creative Director, Art Director, Copywriter,

Agency Producer, Production Company,

Director, Editor, First Air Date, Contact

Name & Number

SEND TO:
Adweek's Best Spots of 1997

1515 Broadway - 12th Fl
New York NY 10036
Attn: Nancy Sobel

212-536-6453

ADWEEK OF THE YEAR
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CULTURE TRENDS

Billboard's Top 10
Video Rentals
For Week ending Nov 29th, 1997

Title Label

1. Liar Liar Universal Home Video

2,. Batman & Robin Warner Home Video

3. The Fifth Element Columbia Tri Star

4. Austin Powers New Line/ Warner

Home Video

5. The Lost World Universal Studios

Home Video

6. Grosse Point Blank Hollywood Pictures/

Buena Vista Home Video

7. Breakdown Paramount Home Video

& Anaconda Columbia Tri Star

9. Volcano FoxVideo

10. The Saint Paramount Home Video

© 1997 Billboard/BPI Communications

Billboard's Top 15 Singles
Compiled from a national sample of retail, store and rack sales reports, for the week ending
Nov 29, 1997 provided by Sound Scan.
This
Week

1

Last
Week

1

Peak
Pos.

1

Wks on
Chart Title

8 Candle In the Wind

Artist

Elton John
2 2 2 15 You Make Me Wanna Usher
3 3 3 24 How Do I Live Leeann Rimes
4 6 4 14 My Love Is the SHHH thin'Some For the People

5 5 5 5 my Body LSG
6 8 6 12 Tubthumping Chumbawumba
7 13 7 3 Show Me Love Robyn
8 7 1 10 4 Seasons of Loneliness Boyz II Men
9 4 4 14 All Cried Out Allure featuring 112
10 10 10 5 Feel So Good Mase

11 11 2 53 Foolish Games Jewel
12 15 12 5 I Don't Want To Wait Paula Cole

13 9 9 9 The One I Gave My Heart To Aaliyah
14 12 12 7 Sock It 2 Me Missy Elliot & Da Brat
15 New 15 1 I Will Come To You Hanson

CO 1997 Billboard/Soundscan, Inc.

THE DEADLINE COMETH!
DECEMBER 15



Joanne Davis
President, Advertising Club of New York

Managing Partner,
Bozell Worldwide

It's time for some MEDIACTION!

Advertisers and Media Directors are invit-
ed to save media dollars, be good citizens
and enjoy a night of unbridled celebra-
tion...

Save media dollars...

Submit an interest in any of the top publi-
cations that have been donated to the Ad
Club. If your company "wins" the media,
your purchase price will be 50% off the
open rate or 10% less than your negotiated
rate. Rates are completely confidential and
pages must be incremental as a gesture of
goodwill to the publishers.

Be a good citizen...

Educational grants, internships, even after-

school programs at local high schools will
be made possible by your participation.

A night of unbridled celebration...

Save the date, January 12, 1998, and the
place, Manhattan's glittering Rainbow
Room, for THE media event of the year.
The "who's who" of the advertising/media
industry will be there. Stay tuned for an
announcement about the star who will light
up the Rainbow Room at this exclusive
event.

Ready for some MEDIACTION? Call the
Ad Club at (212)533-8080 and ask for a
list of media available.

or

A,
The

Advgibsing

of

New Yolk Y
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The
For 3 -Day

This
Week

1

Hollywood Reporter's Box Office
Weekend ending November 24, 1997

Last Days 3 -Day Total
Week in ReL Picture Weekend Gross Gross Sale

New 3 The Jackal 15,164,595 15,164,595

2 1 10 Starship Troopers 10,034,337 39,193,193

3 New 3 The Little Mermaid 9,814,520 9,814,520

4 2 31 Bean 7,938,313 31,803,014

5 New 3 The Man Who Knew Too Little 4,604,819 4,604,819

6 3 31 I KnowWhat You Did Last Summer 4,062,163 60,379,357

7 4 31 The Devil's Advocate 3,502,688 50,524,294

8 5 17 Red Corner 2,619,291 19,195,587

9 7 36 Boogie Nights 2,577,634 18,575,435
10 8 10 Eve's Bayou 2,538,199 6,925,575
11 6 10 Mad City 2,203,249 8,535,963
12 26 138 Men in Black 2,117,200 247,659,078
13 9 45 Kiss the Girls 1,515,236 57,299,946
14 10 24 Fairytale: A True Story 1,305,173 12,179,342

15 11 40 Seven Years in Tibet 1,202,033 36,110,878
16 14 96 The Full Monty 1,072,100 30,104,685
17 New 3 One Night Stand 978,819 978,819
18 20 52 The Ice Storm 785,931 3,448,354
19 31 10 The Wings of the Dove 781,197 1,062,783
20 15 59 In & Out 655,232 61,719,348
21 16 59 L.A. Confidential 609,032 33,870,546
22 13 24 Gattaca 583,157 11,743,599

23 18 124 George of the Jungle 522,284 103,679,716
24 12 17 SwitchBack 508,018 6,033,246
25 32 150 My Best Friend'sWedding 476,024 125,687,657

26 19 52 Soul Food 436,353 41,554,883
27 25 33 Snowriders 2 383,024 1,454,460

28 17 38 RocketMan 320,068 14,727,508

29 50 87 G.I. Jane 290,544 47,266,071
30 27 115 Air Force One 237,020 171,372,714

31 22 66 The Game 218,632 47,582,791

32 21 52 The Edge 218,054 26,882,586
33 - 17 Nueba Yol 3 204,286 459,977
34 24 87 Money Talks 164,869 40,743,356
35 29 155 Hercules 129,241 98,315,777

c 1997 The Hollywood Reporter



SUPPORT THE NEW YORK CARES COAT DRIVE
DECEMBER 1 TO DECEMBER 31.

Please drop off your used coats at any N.Y.P.D. facility, Loews/Sony Theatre, Blockbuster Video

Store, or Au Bon Pain in NY or NJ, as well as any participating NCA Drycleaners.

Also at Grand Central Terminal and NY Penn Station (Amtrak concourse and LIRR level)

weekdays between 7:30 and 9:30 A.M. For more information call (212) 223 -CARE.

NEW
YORK
CARES

voucc

4 it tirsi

2 Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority INTERNATIONAL

A Worldwide 1.4ernbenhip Organtralion
al I/rye:Wows and Assodettons

A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN NEW YORK CARES AND JERSEY CARES.



1 0 th Annual

MEDIA

CORPORATE

AWARDS
LUNCHEON

Friday
December 5th
Hilton Room

Waldorf-Astoria
New York City

HONORING

over 50
media and
corporate
winners
for their

outstanding
solutions to
community

social
problems

Tables (seating 10) $1600
Individual seating $160

Write for reservations...
Community Action Network
600 Madison Ave.,New York, NY 10012
212 702-0944 Fait. 212 702-0932
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EASTERN

SERVICES & RESOURCES
Minimum run for any ad is one calendar month (3,4 or 5 issues, depending on the month).
New ads, copy changes, and cancellations are due by the fourth Thursday of the current
month for appearance the following month. RATES: $41 per line monthly; $260 per half -

inch display monthly. ALL ADS ARE PREPAID. Monthly, quarterly, semi-annual and annu-
al rates available. Orders and copy must be submitted in writing. Mastercard, Visa, and
American Express accepted. Call M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK. Fax 212-536-5315.

ADVERTISING INTERNET
RESOURCES

thelspoPwwwtheispot.com
THE ILLUSTRATION INTERNET SITE

PORTFOLIOS and quality STOCK from
100's of the world's best artists

ADVERTISING SERVICES

SECOND  WIND
Advertising Agency Network
Newsletters, Research, Discounts,

Publications, & Seminars
specifically for small- to

mid -sized advertising agencies.

For more info visit our web site:
www.secondwindnetwork.com

Or call 610-374-9093

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

This PAKTITE
is an X -Large
Heavy-
weight
f -Shirt!
Compressed
under 50 tons of pressure*orn.,
It's Full Size, truly it is! ..0.0.&"

Stock & custom shapes available:
 CD Case  Hockey Puck
 Soda Can  Credit Card
 Postcard "Mailer -Tee-  Heart
 Mini T -Shirt  Mini Cereal Box

Great for GVVP's, Tradeshow Giveaways and On -

jack Promotions. Include coupons, catalogs and
,avent schedules inside packages.

Call for more information about samples,
mock ups & dimensional mailers!

PAKTrrEt By
3 -STRIKES I NUOM DESIGN
25 44e5ceol Slreel. Dope. B I 5,,
Stamt ord. Cl 10)06
I el 2I17- I59 4554

I -an 2,0-15221s7 4
emit our Web Site 0 vovw3Stokescom

We've SPEJEVED it in lair 0.0

SAWA, Pahwraic Q AVEtRO/DERY

4vvrimvc win,/ VOW COCO/

C' T-Smars 0 ,14c/eirs
o SwEArs a floirs h ikacs

QUICK Turabwomvo Afga
Marketing 4 Nl N1 -NC EL °IV/Promotions
Group 800.151.8339

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

ead
"The Advertising Specialty & Business Gift People"
DIRECT REPRESENTATIVE FOR:

WATERMAN 0

cp PARKER A 141

(PAPERZMATE) 3M
RAND MCNALLY Zppo

FREE GIFT

WITH
DERFIRST

(908) 449-3443
Fax: (908) 449-3560

Intp://www.logomall.com/prImatims

1955 Route 34
Wall, NJ 07719

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

crazing NEW
100o's & IMPRINTED TOWELSc,01 tel,.40
to.t1  Reproduce photos or other art in full bleed, vibrant

color with our patented Matrix printing process.
 Beautiful silkscreening available for

extra fast turnaround
 Low minimums
 Many sizes & fabrics

3 swims CUSTOM DESIGN. CrseNe SotAions Mth Fed+
25 CRESCENT ST, STANIFCRD, Cr 06906

TEL (203)359-4559  FAX (203)359-2187

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

FREELANCE
ADVANCERS

hE 11)or
212 661 0900 to the most

y
reliable

freelance service
unlike a lot of the in the arEa
new "johnny-come-latElys",
we're NY -based former freelancers
who know the business and have a time -
earned rep for helping the bEst
hElp themselve s

multi-platform/multi-mEdia
graphic designers. art dirEctors illustrators comp/mech

expert production artists editors copywriters proofrEaders

For Classified Advertising Rates

Call M. Morris at 212-536-6493
or 1-800-7-ADWEEK

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

I .111C)ri
GRAPHICS

Graphic Design From

Concept To Finish

WEB DESIGN
 WEB GRAPHICS
O COMPANY LOGOS

CAMERA READY AD PRODUCTION

Call Steve at 718-544-7670

ART DIRECTION

TALENTED AD/DESIGNER
Beautiful print/collateral/adv/promo portfolio.
Concept to finished Mac exp. 212-496-0453

SR. AD/DESIGNER: Versatile. Elegant.
Brochures, ads, logos, corporate, editorial &

promo, Robbi Muir 212-966-2635.

CONCEPTS & GRAPHICS THAT SELL
with Mac/All Media. (212) 873-2381

LOGOS AND ICONS 718 997-8639

BROCHURES

et us create your
CORPORATE BROCHURE

Our clients include the Fortune 500
...and the less fortunate.

all 203-637-815

BUSINESS SERVICES

ph en ix
BRAND STRATEGIES
CONVENTIONAL WISDOM IS AN OXYMORON

email: ideas2fly@aol.com
or call: 212 769 0754

Visit: www.phoenixbranding.com

CD and
AUDIO MARKETING

CD, Cassette, Packaging &
Fulfillment Services

ASR Recording
A.51

Services

TEL. 800.852.3124 x.122
FAX 818.341.9131

CELEBRITY PLACEMENT

THE BEST CELEBRITY ACCESS
(800) 762-9008

The Hollywood -Madison Group
Los Angeles  New York
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BUSINESS SERVICES

Teleway
THE LEADER IN TELEMARKETING SERVICES

 Business to Business
 Outbound/Inbound
 Direct Sales

 Product Sales
 Lead Generation
 Market Research

Call: 1-888-333-4594

CELEBRITY PLACEMENT

I'LL FIND/NEGOTIATE ANY CELEBRITY
FOR YOUR AD CAMPAIGN

TV, VOICE OVER, PRINT, MUSIC, P.A.
LARRY UNES (773) 281-7098

COMPUTER CONSULTANTS

IMAGING

R&R

 PHOTOSHOPg CERT. INSTRUCTOR
 ON -SITE GROUP TRAININGS
 SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
 NYC - NI - EASTERN PA - DE

CALL 888-255-5922

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

It's Now In Windows...It's Now In Macintosh
Now, the most popular billing, accounting and financial management
software improves its productive superiority. Over 1,400 agencies have
the DOS Version now. Move up to Adman Windows or run it on your
Mac.- For Advertising and PR agencies no system offers more.

(all 1-800-488-1544
for information and a demo disk. MRP

Dedlen Welt °me to Inquite. MN tfarketinq &mow= Pius
:1411111.1.1.11.malm wagr,

YIWW. adm iumirp.eom/adman

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

If you had
Clients & Profits;

you'd know how much
that job cost.

Imagine: Knowing what you've spent
on a job-every invoice, timeslip,
PO, and out-of-pocket expense-
before it is too late. Clients & Profits
is no -fuss job accounting for your
creative side. For Macs & PCs. Avail-
able today. Demo $45.

800 272-4488
www.clientsandprofits.com

pilotartner

Professional he
for creative minas.

It's the most
powerful,flexible,

agency management,
job tracking, scheduling,

billing & accounting
software ever developed.

And well prove it.
M. or Windows
610-666-1955

Need hel with ADMAN?
Authorized dealer- I provide sales. training &
consultation on system set-up, upgrades &

implementation. Over 14 years in ad agency
finance. Steven Cass 518-581-9232

CALL 1-800-7-A D WEE K

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

WHOEVER SAID MEDIA MANAGEMENT
WASN'T ROCKET SCIENCE NEVER MET MY FATHER-IN-LAW,

THE ROCKET SCIENTIST.

"Estimating ad budgets, optimizing media buys and predicting sales shouldn't be rocket science,'

I used to say. So my father-in-law (a real rocket scientist) invented Media Office Prd"--three easy-

to -use programs that crunch the numbers and give me (a real media director)

time to think. PC/Windows 3.0 + 95. All three (Ad Estimator,' Media Optimizer."
and Shades of Grey') for only $599. You own it. 30 -day money -back guarantee.

Visit our website at www.dsiwebsite.com/mediapro.html. Or call Decision
Sciences Inc. at 904-864-4664.

Media
Office Pro

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

I MAKE ADMAN WORK FOR YOU!
On -site  Setup  Training & Implementation  20 yrs.

AD Agency Financial Mgt. Authorized Sales 8 Service

Marlene Alderman (315)637-4549. MAIdercocoltaolcom

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

TAKE
CONTROL
OF YOUR
TRAFFIC

The Complete
s_.tev financial

Sygem
 Time 2, BiNing  Job Cosbng
 Malta  Estimably
.Traffic Control  Payables
 Purchase Control
 Payroll

Shot MR

MAC or
Pt

Gabel
Systems 1-800-843-1795

CONTROL

COPY/CREATIVE

we do
drugs

and
we've
been

EDICAL ADVERTISING
CREATIVE PROS

rust your overflov, work
to this clinically literate,
consumer driven special
projects team.

OTC and ethical,
DTC and trade.
Fast, flexible and disease free.

FSS Creative
(914) 591-1925

Find creativity in words and images: 516-679-6838

Advertising's best friend. 800 9AD DOG9

COPYWRITING

Cadillac copy, Pontiac prices. 800-200-0397

Copywriter. Fast. Fearless. Freelance. (212) 724-8610.

MEDICAL/PHARMACEUTICAL/TECHNICAL
Copy & Research Ari Salant: 212-580-4030

RENT AN AWARD WINNER
Stan Moore (201) 391-2329

Aren't You Tired Of Being Misunderstood?
I understand.

Ask IBM, NYNEX, MCI, PBS, Sharp, Tenneco
Ken Norkin, copywriter. 301-891.3614

Be more creative. Use my head. 212.581.6760 x319

Not just any schmuck with a powerbook.
212.581.6760 x319

Just Greatness. No Ego. 212.581.6760 x319

WHEN WE GET TO THE EDGE,
I'LL TAKE YOUR HAND. 212.581.6760 x319

GET THE GIRLS. USE MY LINES.

Retail.Fashion.HBA.Food. 212.581.6760 x319

WRITING THAT SELLS
Business building ideas. Copy that gets results.
Sales Literature, PR, & Corp. Communications.

Nanci Panucclo 212.688.5936
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COPYWRITING DIRECT MARKETING MARKETING SERVICES NEWSLETTERS

One Shows. (Dos. Effies.
(My copy also wins praise.)

KIDS DIRECT -Creative, Marketing, Media
DM specialists selling products, services

& pubs to families & kids for 20+ yrs.
Call 799-6416, or (516) 477-2549

NEW BUSINESS/PRODUCTS STRATEGIST
Branding; Positioning; Image; Creative;

Plans/Presentations. Call Bob (212) 213-8269
et us create your

CORPORATE NEWSLETTER
(212) Our clients include the Fortune 500

III years of major agency experience
in all media in all product categories.
On time. On strategy. On the money.

Poetry & Persuasion 310-377-3930
MEDIA BUYING &

PLANNING SERVICES

...and the less fortunate.

all 203-637-81

(212) 759.8028 FILM/VIDEO Consulting, planning, buying D.R. & general

PRODUCTION long & short term 212-340-8006
PROOFREADING

GLENN ROLAND FILMS 310-475-0937 EXPERT PLANS & BUYS 973-379-2334

EDITORIAL EXPRESS
CREATIVECONCEPTS &COPY

for

Video Works Inc.
Quality FilmNideo Production Services

Joachim Media Direct, 20 Yrs. Exp.
Plan, Buy, Analyze: DRTV, Lists, Print

EXPERIENCED - FAST - PRECISEstrategic
b -to -b and consumer ADS,

410-745-2216 410-819-3738 For free consultation, call or fax:
(212) 799-6418 (212) 315 -0166 -fax

Advertising  Collateral
Catalogs  Annual Reports

BROCHURES, etc. Magazines  Manuals
(21 2) 348 - 9181 FULFILLMENT FULL SERVICE

PARAGON MEDIA 704-9965 235) Calk 508-697-6202(212) (ext.
Find out why our clients would never go Fax: 508-697-7773Fulfillment America, Inc.

Processing, POP,
anywhere else for their buying and planning.

Database Mgmt, Order
Promotions, Pick and Pack

Boston -Dallas 1-800-662-5009
MEDIA MERCENARY...Ten Year Vet available RADIO COMMERCIALS

You don't need afill-time Long and short term assignments/Special

copywriter I don't need a Projects/On-going Consultation. Call: (718) We must be crazy! Only $5995!

full-time job. INSURANCE
259-0861 or E-mail: MediaMerc@AOL.com Award -winning radio commercials

From concept, to copy, to completion.

All Media. Impressive Clients. NEWSLETTERS
National buyout, no residuals, call now.
Call Media Creations (714) 581-2462

Excellent References. ARE YOU PAYING
Sharon Macey 203.454.4771 TOO MUCH FOR

Get Recognized, get promoted and get We Say What You Mean
ahead. Read The David Palmer Letter.

Call now for FREE sample, 1-510-665-3549
Essential Communication

AWARD WINNER -Fresh, fast, versatile.
YOUR INSURANCE? www.yourvoice.com/410-243-2618

Al! media & new product work. 212-737-8977 We specialize in insurance M.P. DISPLAY
advertising & media firms.

JOHN RAFFERTY WRITES
best-seller magazine ad sales promo copy.
BusWeek, Newsweek, more. 212-371-8733

Our rates are the most
competitive in the industry! PLASTICRAFrER5

Casinos. Expensive hotels. Beautiful women.
Copy that's been around the block 973-655-9638

Advertiser's Professional liability
Property & Liability Coverage
Life & Disability Insurance

DIVISION OF GEORGE PATTON ASSOCIATES INC.

AMERICA'S CHOICE FOR STOCK & CUSTOM ADVERTISING DISPLAYS
. Sign Frames  Brochure Racks  Poster Holders  Kiosks 

Wordsmiths -- ad copy
Keith Phucas (301) 258-7730

Group Health, Dental, & Pensions
1 tomeowners, Auto, Jewelry & Fur
Coverage for Freelancers too! ar

THE BEST OF ALL WORDS. (914) 381-4879.
Call for a quotation with no obligation.
Adam Wolfson, CIC @ 212-370-3900

I
i iIINTArnold K. Davis & Company, Inc. r HERE

WHY WAIT FOR THE HEADHUNTERS
to call me,

//;..,..
- -- _ I

when you can call me direct?
212-595-8215

INTERNET
PN-

 Custom sizes, designs and prototypes quickly fabricated!

CREATIVE
RESELL OUR WEBSITES  Silk screen logo imprinting available for increased brand recognition.

Design and Marketing by NY's #1 Call 1-800-572-2194 for a free brochure!
website company. Reseller program available.

Fax: 1-401-247-0392 e-mail: info@plasticrafters.comAgency work our specialty. (212) 246-6800

k doreotmsyouor
PRINTING

Award -winning AD & associates Zine launch! www.594.com

dream of,can create anything you can
and do it beautifully. LEGAL OUT OF HOME LITHO

Cali Dick at 212213-5333. FULFILLMENT SERVICES
Starting Your Own Business? Do it right.

Incorporations, partnerships, contracts DIALER SNIPES
Call for free consult: (212) 315-0166

Thousands of trees have to die
W. Lawrence Joachim, Counselor at Law

77" PRESS CAPACITY  SHORT AND LONG RUNS
so our ads can be printed.

The least we can do is make them really good. MARKETING SERVICES TRANSIT SIGNS  BUS, SUBWAY, AIRPORT, TAXI  OUTDOOR & MALL POSTERS  BACKLIT

HollyandJerry. 212.614.9005

Video News Releases
Compton & Sons) Inc.

Posters Since 1853

ESCAPE BROCHURE HELL
For high -maintenance projects you need

a flexible, creative team that follows through.
Concepts. Design. Copy. Call 516-679-6838.

Promote your ad campaign on TV newscasts.
A powerful tool for getting added exposure.
Extremely cost-effective. Free demo tape.
D S Simon Productions, 212.727.7770.

Ask for Gene. http://wwwdsslmon.com

CENTRAL SHIPPING LOCATION, ST. LOUIS, MO - LOWEST COST

SAME -DAY QUOTING 800.325-1451 FAST TURNAROUND

Fax Specs For Quick Quote (314) 991- 4726
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RADIO COMMERCIALS

Radio creative
or production

COMEDY,

DRAMA,
PATHOS
(and the other
Musketeer)

ChuckBlore
112111:1111311111311=11

Call Mark Savan
(800) 443-2020  (213) 462-3822 Fax

The Other Guys Charge You A Bundle
To Cover The Cost Of Their Big Space Ads.

Our Productions Sound Great, Too.
But When You Hear Our Prices,

They Sound Unbelievable.
800/789 -RADIO

Sounds Almost Too Good To Be True.

$1800 TURNKEY RADIO
(800) 923-3649

SLIDE CHARTS

Datalizer
Slide Charts, Inc.

C.47705/10.04.1,

Design through production, we
do it all. For a FREE custom working
model and price estimate, call or fax:

(630) 543-6000 Ext. 202
Fax (630) 543-1616

RADIO PRODUCTION

DO

humiliating!
Ho How

humiliating!
Hi. It 'WA,

Ir (1r:
Ho! Ho! Ho!

Call for our radio demo! 213-969-9767 Fax: 213-969-9343

Sarley Bigg &fBedder
-00/Radio at its best

RADIO PRODUCTION

wwwiradioranchicom
Send us The World's Worst Radio Spot,

we'll send you a big bird for the Holidays.
Details above or by fax at (213) 856-4311 or phone (213) 462-4966

Dick Orkin's Radio Ranch of Hollywood, CA. USA

RADIO PRODUCTION

GREATqq

RADIO

CIIEAP RADIO
ISN'T GREAT.
At least not very often. Heck,
even "high -end" radio costs less
than the catering budget on a
TV spot. Why cut corners when
this powerful medium is so
inexpensive anyway? In radio,
you get what you pay for.

WorldWideWadioMOLL V WOOD
CHECK OUT OUR DEMO CD!
213.957.3399 Fax: 2 1 3.957.7050
E-mail: wadio@wwwadio.com
Cool new web site: wwwadio.com

Looking for the perfect job?
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

RADIO PRODUCTION

98% hacks.

503-2 2 4-9288.

RADIO PRODUCTION

MAL SHARP

CALL (S10) 843-7655 (CA)

e original
the -Street
terviewer

Campaigns now

running in Chicago,

San Francisco,

Philadelphia

& Minneapolis.

TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES

TRANSCRIPTS! :Lawst Taarill)iugnhdQuolibi

Coll l-888-286-6245 or visa www.mobileword.com

111MobilEWouct.

TRANSLATIONS/
LANGUAGE SERVICES

SPANISH TRANSLATION
307/366-2290 or spantran@tctwest.com

TV PRODUCTION

Phenomenal Film And Video Productions
For Limited Budgets. Call Joan at Richman

Films 212.582-9600

TV COMMERCIALS from $2K (212) 631-8771

VOICES

INSTANT SPOTS & VO's  COMREX ISDN
TED LARSEN  WORLDWIDE

508-741-4949 Email: tlmedia@aol.com

WEBSITE DESIGN

wwwdesign@594.com 212-560-7412

NY's #1 Internet Development Co.
Internet Group (212) 246-6800

YELLOW PAGE SERVICES

O'Halloran Advertising, Inc.
Serving Nat'l & Regional advertisers.

Strategic marketing designs, mapping,
demographics & business data all
at no added cost. (800) 762.0054.
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OFFERS & OPPORTUNITIES
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ACQUISITIONS
Well known, successful,
creative, mid -sized advertising
agency interested in acquiring
New Media, Design and Public
Relations firms.

ADWEEK Classified, Box 4039
1515 Broadway, 12th fl.

New York, NY 10036

Classified Advertising
1-800-7-ADWEEK

PARTNERSHIPS

r

Still don't
have a web
depart-

ment? Got clients who

want websites? We're an estab-

lished, award -winning web design

firm (run by two ad guys) looking

for an agency partner/investor.

Call (212) 965-9890.

NOTICE

EARLY CLASSIFIED DEADLINE
Because of the Holidays, ADWEEK magazines classified will have early deadlines.
Services & Resources for January issues will close Monday, Dec. 15, 1997 at 3:00 pm.
Employment & Offers & Opportunities ads for the Jan. 5, 1998 issue must be received
by Tuesday, Dec. 30, 1997 at 4:00 pm.

Thanks to all our customers. Have a Happy Holiday.

EMPLOYMENT

Product
Manager

Gibson Guitar Corporation, located in Nashville, TN, is seeking a market-
ing professional with a commitment to quality, prestige and innovation that
matches our own.

In addition to the promotion of company products, the Product Manager will
be responsible for new product development, promotion of guitar product

lines, competitive analysis and support of a national sales force servicing
retail accounts.

The selected individual will have proven success yielding high profit
and sales growth, along with: 3 years successful marketing experi-
ence with a consumer products company, Marketing/Business
Degree (MBA Preferred), Music
Appreciation (ability to play guitar a
plus), Excellent PC 8 Analytical Skills
and Successful P&L Management
Responsibilities.

We offer a competitive salary and bene-
fits package. Send resume (which must

include salary history), to: Gibson Musical
Instruments, Attn HR Dept PM, 1818 Elm Hill Pike,

Nashville, TN 37210. EOE.

?MIK"

gyggirrilir4.5013

raussi FlierYauLmtr011gt

REACH YOUR AD COMMUNITY
ADWEEK MAGAZINES

EMPLOYMENT

www.auctionuniverse.com
At Auction Universe (www.auctionuniverse.com),
we have launched a new marketplace for person -to -
person sales using a cyber-auction format. We are
expanding our staff and developing innovative
partnerships and exciting new content, including
state-of-the-art transaction systems, cool interactive
technology, and lots of stuff that's still on the
bid board.

So you'll want to do more than visit our sk.e. You'll
want to join us as we develop into a significant,
entrepreneurial, rapidly growing business. Our aim
is to be the largest cyberauction site on the Internet
and we will work in Web time to achieve our goals.

Right now, we are looking for a Vice President of
Marketing to join us in our new offices in
Wallingford, Connecticut:

VICE PRESIDENT, MARKETING

Responsible for overall branding of Auction Universe,
including marketing program development, Internet
and print advertising, and public relations. This
creative individual must have a minimum of 5 years
experience in advertising agency promotion. Internet
and/or packaged applications background and
relevant technical skills are advantageous. Candidate
must have a Bachelor's degree in a business related
field. MBA and direct marketing experience a plus.

If you're ready to meet the challenges of
the new media, send your resume to:

AUCTION UNIVERSE
800 Village Walk Drive, #202
Guilford, CT 06437
Fax: 203-453-6532
Email: jobs@auctionuniverse.com

We are an equal opportunity employer.

A

AUCTION
UNIVERSE
Ler the bidding begin!

Director of Marketing -Unique Entrepreneurial Opportunity
I am President of an 11 year old company which has come to dominate its niche in
the design, manufacture, and wholesaling of fashion home -furnishings. We have
grown at an extraordinary rate by bringing the right products to market and support-
ing them with a professional organization. At this time, we are looking for a senior
manager to take the strategic reigns of our marketing department. Individual will
oversee all marketing functions and serve as member of this entrepreneurial com-
pany's management team. Min. 3 years Corporate Marketing Experience. Ad Agency
- Creative/Production experience a plus. Please fax cover letter and resume to Mr.
Brooks at (212) 475-2629. NYC -based, top compensation, health plan, profit shar-
ing and 401-K.

RATES for Employment and Offers & Opportunities 1-800-7-ADWEEK Classified Manager: M. Morris Classified Asst: Michele Golden
MINIMUM: 1 Column x 1 inch for 1 week: $158.00, 1/2 inch increments: $79.00 week.
Rates apply to EAST edition. Special offers: Run 2 consecutive weeks, take 15% off sec-
ond insertion. Frequency, regional -combination, and national discounts available. Charge
for ADWEEK box number: $30.00/week. Replies mailed daily to advertisers. Readers
responding to any ads with box numbers are advised not to send samples unless they are
duplicates or need not be returned. We are not responsible for recovery of samples.

The identity of box number advertisers cannot be revealed. If ADWEEK must typeset
ad, charge is $20.00. Deadline for all ads In ADWEEK EAST Is Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.
If classified is filled prior to closing, ads will be held for the next issue, Classified Is corn-
misslonable when ad agencies place ads for clients. No proofs can be shown. Charge
your ad to American Express, Mastercard or Visa, ADWEEK CLASSIFIED, 1515 Broad-
way, 12th fl. New York, NY 10036. 1-800-723-9335 Fax: 212-536-5315.
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HELP WANTED

Media Professionals
Immediate Opportunity
With Growing Agency

SPOT BUYER WANTED
HMS Partners, a nationally recognized Advertising Agency,

is looking for a spot buyer with 2-3 yrs. experience.
Candidate must be a self -motivator with
excellent negotiating and computer skills.

Please fax resume to:

HMSPARTNERS

1201 Brickell Avenue, Miami, FL 33131
Fax: (305) 358-7008

Attn: Jayne McMahon, Director of Local Broadcast

SR. ART DIRECTOR -
PHARMACEUTICAL
Woodbridge, NJ Ad Agency

The selected candidate will be hands-
on in all aspects of creative devel-
opment for companion animal trade
print, collateral and sales aids. Strong
emphasis on thumbnail concepts, de-
sign and typography. Minimum 5 years
experience as Art Director/Senior Art
Director in the pharmaceutical indus-
try with exposure to FDA and/or EPA
regs.

Good management, communication
and presentation skills are essential as
well as the ability to handle many pro-
jects simultaneously. Understanding of
the strategic creative development
process plus working as a team player
with marketing and other creatives is
fundamental.
Extensive Macintosh knowledge of
QuarkXPress, Photoshop and Il-
lustrator a must. Working knowledge
of internet file transfers and email
required.

Compensation commensurate with ex-
perience and talent. Please fax resume
with compensation expectations to S.
Murray at 904-359-0029 or email re-
sume to smurray@rssrspr.com

Account Executive
Top stock photo agency seeks AE
to handle nationwide accounts.
Excellent communication & closing
skills essential. Effective
telemarketer. Prior stock photo
sales a +. Mail or fax resume w/sal
requirements to Mr. Case, FPG, 32
Union Sq E, NYC 10003 or fax
212-473-5182. EOE

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
One of the fastest growing and
largest agencies is looking for an
enthusiastic, self-starter to manage
the day to day operations of a re-
gional account.

You must have 2 to 3 years of
agency experience that includes a
strong foundation in media and a
familiarity with the creative and
production process. Current or past
experience with fast food,
automotive or the real estate
brokerage category is desired, yet
not mandatory.

This is an opportunity that will
challenge your skills.

Send or fax resumes to:

Wanda Switzer
Arnold Communications

437 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Fax: 212-207-3081

Arnold is an employer that

encourages diversity in the work place.

We Need More KILLERS!
in South Florida. Fast paced, no non-
sense Media Directors and Buyers
that want to rule the Media World.
Fastest growing automotive ad
agency in the U.S.! Relocation
assistance, 401K, 100% medical and
dental. Starting pay $45K -55K, with
huge advancement. Great offices!
Great working enviornment! If you're
great fax resumes to Attn: Jo Anne
or Debbie at (954) 491-0390 or call
(954) 491-6699.

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
ADVERTISING SALES

Get in on the ground floor of a breakthrough medium! Well established pub-
lishing company in food, travel and wine field seeks entrepreneurial individual to
blaze a trail for a cutting -edge start-up. We're already successful, with a long-
term track record publishing for most of the world's major airlines. To qualify,
you should have solid communication skills, enjoy the freedom to realize sales
goals in your own way and can take on the responsibility to produce in a NYC -
based environment. If you fit the aforementioned plus have experience selling
advertising space for a consumer oriented publication, consider joining OSM,
where an exciting opportunity exists for a person of imagination, energy and
persuasive ability.

Please submit your resume and confidential salary history to:

O'Sullivan Publishing
Department AE-AW

110 Triangle Boulevard, Carlstadt, New Jersey 07072
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Now that you've passed the language

test, all you have to do is pass the
creative one.

We're an Hispanic advertising agency

looking for writers, art directors and

producers with the talent and passion

to create the New School of Hispanic

Advertising. Smart. Real. Innovative.

Send your resume and five samples

of your best work to:

Cartel Creativo

8627 Cinnamon Creek - suite 501
San Antonio, TX 78240

fax: 210.696.4299
resumes@thecartel.com

CAREER
SURFING?

www.rga-joblink.com

Roz Goldfarb Associates
(212) 475-0099

73e Cafe&P.

Od tie 190s,

fi.t ees'aore Co 1310 441-11555

Media Director
Great opportunity with mid -size, full -
service Delaware ad agency. You
must have 5+ years media
experience with strong planning,
negotiating and presentation skills.
Must be familiar with business-to-
business/trade pubs, out -of -home
and direct mail. Need proficiency
with MM+ computer system. Good
benefits. Fax resume to: Elaine at

302-655-3105.

* * * USE ADWEEK MAGAZINE TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE * *
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Great

brand,

great

lifestyle

ColeHaan is a global leader in fashion

footwear and accessories headquartered in

one of the most beautiful places in the world:

coastal Maine. We're looking for a smart,

skilled strategic player to join our high-

performance marketing communications team.

Marketing Communications Manager

As a Marketing Communications Manager, you'll translate

marketing goals into creative integrated communications programs

and materials that deliver next -level brand and business results...

develop seasonal plans for an elite customer base... and track and

create innovative communications strategies that continually set

ColeHaan ahead and apart. You must have a 4 -year marketing/

marketing communications degree, 6+ years advertising or

communications account management. There's more. Send your

résumé and let's talk.

COLE HAAN
Interested candidates may send their resume to:
ColeHaan, Attn: Marcomm-AW,

g One ColeHaan Drive, Yarmouth, ME 04096
Fax: 207.846.3477
E-mail: colehaan.hr@nike.com
No phone calls please. DOE.M/f/D/V

FCB Atlanta needs three
media professionals.

Foote, Cone & Belding needs three highly skilled media
professionals to work on its high -profile Taco Bell Account in
Atlanta. You'll plan Taco Bell's media for 20+ markets,
including Atlanta, Miami and Charlotte. Supervisor
candidates need at least 6 years local market fast food
planning experience. Planners need at least one year
local market planning experience, fast food a plus. Both
must have strong spot TV and radio experience, and strong
presentation skills. Entry-level Planners must be bright
and highly motivated college grads with strong
communication, interpersonal and analytical skills. Please
rush resume and persuasive cover letter to Denise Duvall-
Neid, Foote, Cone & Belding, 733 Front St, San Francisco,
CA 94111-1909. FAX (415) 820-8087. No calls please.
Visit our website at www.fcbsf.com.

FCB
appl111-

FOOTE, CONE & BELDING
An Equal (*porn r y Employer

WE'RE
BASED IN

L.A.
YOU'D THINK

WE COULD
FIND A FEW

GOOD
DIRECTORS.

(Especially since we're the fastest
growing company in California.)*

We're SMARTALK, the leader in prepaid phone cards.

We need four directors to be exact:

 Director of Marketing/Retail

 Director of Travel/Tourism

 Director of Promotions/Licensing

 Director of Creative Services

(Minimum of 10 years experience
for director positions)

We also need:

 Traffic Manager (4 years experience)

 Marketing Coordinator
(2 years experience)

Send résumés to: SMARTALK; ATTN: Marketing
Dept.; P.O. Box 24070; Los Angeles, CA 90024. EOE

'According to Los Angeles Times 100 Survey. May 6, 1997

FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING CALL
1-800-7-ADWEEK

TELESERVICES, INC.
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PLAY A PART IN A CHANGING AMERICA
The Asian American market is the fastest growing market segment in
the country today -- and we're the leading agency targeting this prime
consumer group. Currently we're seeking an Account Director to join
our highly energized, committed staff. If you're a leader and a team
player, if you're a good teacher and a good student, if you have 5+
years' experience on either the agency or client side, and if you're fluent
in an Asian language, preferably Chinese -- here's a

great opportunity. Join a dynamic team whose goal is to link corporate
America with 10 million Asians nationwide.

Fax resume to 212-889-5628
Attn: Eliot Kang

or e-mail Eliot@kanglee.com
for immediate consideration.

ADVERTISING
Active Media, a fast paced media
barter company, has the following
opportunities available:

Print Media Buyer/Planner
Media Buyer/Newspaper

Media Buyer/Outdoor

We seek experienced professionals
with knowledge of Windows, Excel
and Word. Barter experience a plus.
Forward resume, which must

specify position desired as well as
salary history/requirements, to:

ACTIVE MEDIA
Attn: Trade Department

One Blue Hill PLaza, 9th FIr.
Pearl River, NY 10965

Fax: (914) 735-0749

Account Coordinator
Woodbridge, NJ Ad Agency

The selected candidate will be responsi-
ble for daily administrative, clerical,
traffic and office management support
of a large account with multiple prod-
uct lines. Minimum 3 years experience
as Executive Secretary or Ad-
ministrative Assistant in an agency.

Must be organized and detail oriented
with good communication skills. The
ability to handle many projects simul-
taneously is essential.

Extensive Macintosh knowledge of
MSWord, Excel, QuarkXPress, Internet
file transfers and e-mail required.

Compensation commensurate with ex-
perience and skills. Please fax resume,
with compensation expectations, to S.

Murray at 904-359-0029 or email re-
sume to smurray@rssrspr.com

LATIN MARKET
ACCOUNT SUPERVISOR
Midsize General Market/Latin Amer-
ican advertising agency located in
South Florida seeks a "done -it -all"
Account Supervisor with 5-7 years
of qualifying experience to manage
their Latin American Account ser-
vice division. Must be fluent in
English and Spanish.
Please fax resume and salary history to:

(561) 912-1133

CREATIVE

DIRECTOR
SHIRT -SLEEVE, HANDS-ON type,

preferably with a direct background
to take creative helm at leading re-
cruitment ad agency specializing in
Fortune 500 companies. You are a
whizz writer who will dazzle clients
with your imagination & genius. Con-
ceptualize & oversee campaigns

that include recruitment ads, col-

lateral materials & web design. Mac
savvy a +. Fax to:

NS: (212) 358-8478

MEDIA
TECHNOLOGY

Help Reuters Marketing Information
build the AdValue Network service
for New York agency, rep and sta-
tion community. As Customer Ex-
ecutive, you will service multiple
client accounts, train users, and trou-
bleshoot. You already have worked
in a large agency or rep firm; have
familiarity with AdValue Network;
know DDS or other large agency/
rep systems; and are computer lit-
erate. Reuters' offers excellent
benefits and competitive salary.

Fax resume and salary history to:

212-603-3867

High Energy Account
Executive

Large full service New York Ad
Agency seeks experienced team
player for an Account Executive on
one of our large OTC Accounts.
Packaged goods background pre-
ferred. Macintosh knowledge a plus.
Full benefits package, including
summer hours. Cover letter stating
salary history must accompany re-
sume. Christine Martin, 445 Park
Ave, 9th Fl, NYC 10022. NO
CALLS! But you may fax us @

212-326-9152.

STAFF WRITER
MC, the leading monthly magazine covering technology marketing, published by
Adweek Magazines, is seeking a staff writer in its downtown San Francisco office.
Duties include writing full-length (3,000-4,000 word) feature stories about people, com-
panies and marketing issues in the technology industries, as well as reporting news
for the MC News website at www.marketingcomputers.com. Some travel required.
Business writing experience preferred.

Please contact the editor via email at:
jeff@marketingcomputers.com

or at MC Magazine
50 Francisco St., Ste. 130, San Francisco, CA 94133

No phone calls please
EOE

Caeee/,
of tie90s,
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Please lar resume to (3105W-1555

Leading Interactive
Company

Seeks aggressive Account
Executive. Ideal candidate will have
a min. of 5 years sales experience
and at least 2 years interactive
experience. Must possess a solid
understanding of strategic
marketing. Send resume via fax to
(212) 245-7487 or e-mail at
Info@touchscreen.com

ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE

NCC, the country's leading spot
cable advertising rep firm (16 offices
nationwide), seeks aggressive, sea-
soned Account Executive for its
New York office. Candidates must
have 3-5 years sales experience
(media or rep exp. preferred). Ability
to work successfully at client and
agency levels; work from estab-
lished list and develop new busi-
ness. Sound background in broad-
cast media fundamentals a must.
Familiarity with New York agencies
a plus. Excellent growth opportunity
with the leading national cable TV
rep firm. NCC is a E.O.E.

Send or fax resume
and salary requirements to:

National Cable
Communications

114 West 47th Street, 17th Floor
New York, NY 10036

Fax #: (212) 840-1497
ATTN: Michael Goodman

ADVERTISING
SALES ASSISTANT
Leading advertising sales organiza-
tion seeks a Sales Assistant at their
New York midtown location. Your
duties will include typing, rate quo-
tations, placing space reservations,
serving as liaison between advertis-
ing clients and newspaper owners.
Newspaper and/or advertising expe-
rience helpful but not required.
Candidate should have knowledge
of Windows 95 and Lotus.
Competitive salary/benefits, great
work environment.

Please fax resume to:
212-286-9004

ADWEEK Classified, Box 4044
1515 Broadway, 12th fl.

New York, NY 10036
EOE

Catch a Creative Genius
ADWEEK

CLASSIFIED

For Classified Advertising Rates

Call M. Morris at 212-536-6493
or 1-800-7-ADWEEK
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ADVERTISING SALES MANAGER AND

ADVERTISING SALES COORDINATOR - New York
SALON, the most critically acclaimed magazine on the Internet, is seeking a
sales manager and a sales coordinator for its New York office.

NORTH EAST SALES MANAGER - NEW YORK BASED
Our ideal candidate has a minimum of 5 years experience in advertising sales
(prefer a combination of on-line and print experience) and established client/
agency relationships in a variety of categories. Must be creative and aggressive
in building sponsorship proposals and advertising programs.

SALES COORDINATOR - NEW YORK BASED
Our ideal candidate has a minimum of 2 years experience in advertising (internet
advertising preferred). Responsibilities include agency follow up, trafficking pro-
duction materials with California office, coordinating RFP's, and handling phones.

Excellent salaries and bonus plans. Generous vacation and benefits package, in-
cluding 401 K plan. These positions offer a fantastic opportunity to grow with the
"leader in Internet publishing". If you are an avid user and meet the above criteria,
please send resume and cover letter to donna@salonmagazine.com.

SALES AND CLIENT SERVICE PERSONNEL
FocusVision Network, the worldwide leader in videoconferencing for focus
group research, seeks sales/client service personnel to handle both exist-
ing and prospective clients.
Duties include sales calls to senior research executives and project man-
agers of major companies and ad agencies. Presentations and demos are
a key part of the job. Duties also include developing business for both
U.S. and our expanding international network of focus facilities. Candi-
dates should have 1-5 experience in focus facilities. Candidates should
have 1-5 years experience in focus facility management or market re-
search sales. Background should also include college degree. The ideal
candidate should also be outgoing, have high energy and be team player.
Some travel is required. FVN offers a competitive salary, team bonuses, a
liberal vacation policy and a pleasant office environment in Stamford, CT.

Fax resume to Karen Dysart (203) 961-0193

Seeking Ms. or Mr. Right:
Ad Sales Planner, New Media

Leading music and movies CD-ROM publisher seeks NYC Ad Sales Planner for
professional relationship. Must love music, movies and occasional late evenings

with Power Point. Must be ready for commitment. Serious inquiries only.

Fax resumes to: 212-627-7877, attn. PMO

CORPORATE MEDIA
RESEARCH DIRECTOR
EvansGroup seeks experienced
media research professional to han-
dle all corporate research needs for
8 -office system. Candidate will be re-
sponsible for media research con-
sultations to all offices, client pres-
entations & recommendations, and
negotiation and distribution of syn-
dicated research throughout the
company. Experience with SMRB,
MarketQuest, CMR as well as other
major syndicated resources re-
quired. Person will be based in the
Seattle office. Please forward or fax
resume & salary requirements to:

Media Director
EvansGroup
190 Queen Anne North

Seattle, WA 98109
fax: 206-283-2018

EvansGroup

RESEARCH
DIRECTOR
Publisher of Rolling Stone Magazine
seeks individual to oversee daily
activities of busy Research Dept,
which include compiling research for
ad sales applications, negotiating
contracts, working with ad agencies
on prototyping, etc. Min 5 yrs agcy/
mag research exp, strong managerial,
analytical & report writing skills regd.
Must be proficient with syndicated
sources (MRI, JD Power, etc.), MS
Word & Excel/Lotus. MAC exp a plus.
Send resume to: Box ME

WENNER MEDIA
incorporated

1290 Avenue of the Americas
NY, NY 10104

No calls. Response not guaranteed
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Regional
Sales Manager

PC Games, a publishing and new media leader in the fast-growing
computer games market, seeks a "take charge° dynamic professional
to sell magazine and web space throughout the Eastern United States.

In this key position, you will sell advertising space in PC Games and
impressions packages on our website; work with established customers
& develop new accounts; and develop/deliver sales presentations to the
PC Games community. Requires a proven track record of success in
advertising sales and territory management; excellent interpersonal &
written/verbal communication skills; and the ability to grow & excel in a
competitive, deadline -driven business environment. Travel required.
Knowledge of the entertainment software market a plus.

Come join our team and start having fun now! Competitive salary and
progressive benefits package. Send resume to: PC Games, C. Yam, 951
Mariner's Island Blvd., #700, San Mateo, CA 94404; fax: (650) 349-5279;
E-mail: cyam@pcgames.com. Equal Opportunity Employer

Buyers Beware
This could be the job you have been waiting for.

Who says media buyers have to be chained to their desks? Not us. Our buyer/
planners actually present to clients, even to the ones that are out-of-town. They
also travel to markets so they can actually see who and what they're buying. Our
Media Director appreciates the importance of that. So do our clients. Who are
we? We are one of the fastest growing agencies in the Southeast with a solid,
long-standing reputation for award -winning, strategically focused advertising.
We're looking for people with the same caliber of drive and focus. So if you'd
like to get out from under and be all that you can buy,
please send, fax or e-mail your resume to:

Kelli Adams
Trahan, Burden & Charles

1030 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21201
(410-986-1197 or e-mail kadams@tbcadv.com)

V.P. COMMUNITY EDUC & PUB. POLICY
Nat'l non-profit. 10 yrs comm. outreach, educa., legislative, pol. anal. & 2 yrs
superv. exp. BA req, Grad Deg pref.

Resume, writing samples, salary history & references to:
MALDEF, Attn: HR Dept., 634 S.Spring St., Los Angeles, CA 90014. EOE.

ADVERTISING SALES
NY, NJ, PA, and specific accounts in
the DC area. The success -oriented
candidate must be well organized
with excellent communication skills.
High energy team player, account
servicing and relationship building
are priorities. Prior high-tech pub-
lishing sales is preferred. Experience
dealing with NY ad agencies is a
plus. Fax resume to Tony Calamaro
at 703-876-5128 or send to: FCW
Government Technology Group,
3141 Fairview Park Dr., Ste. 777,
Falls Church, VA 22042, Attn: Mark
Ventre.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

Major talent agency is seeking an
administrative assistant for a
position with the commercial
department. Responsibilities include
general assistant's and secretarial
duties 55+ wpm typing, IBM &
Wang computer proficiency, phone
work, filing, good organizational
skills and attention to detail.
Excellent communication and
interpersonal skills. Familiarity with
the entertainment industry
necessary. Related experience a
plus.

Fax resume to: 212-556-5665
Equal Opportunity Employer.

For Classified Advertising Call M.Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK
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Promotion Assistant
Consumer Magazines
Major international magazine
publisher has an excellent entry
level opportunity for a
well -organized individual with
exceptional computer skills to
break into the marketing
department of a successful
shelter magazine and its ancillary
businesses. In this position you
will create research charts/
studies, design/generate
promotion sheets, and coordinate
magazine sections. Additionally,
you will assist the director with
various administrative duties and
special projects. Qualifications
needed include MAC (Quark)
computer, coordination and time
management, proofreading, light
writing, and good phone skills.
Prior magazine internship and/or
1 year prior experience at an
agency or busy office required.
Send resume, cover letter and
salary requirements to:

Department PA, 10th Floor
224 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019.

M Equal Opportunity Employer, dedicated
to promoting a culturally diverse work

force.

N.Y./NEW ENGLAND
ACCOUNT MANAGER

Advertising sales position covering
lucrative Northeastterritory calling on lux-
ury/upscale clientele. Candidates to
have advertising/business related de-
gree & at least 2-3 years publishing/
sales experience.
Position offers solid salary/commission
package and excellent growth potential
along with full medical benefits. Send/
fax resumes in confidence to:

POLO Magazine
Attn: Human Resources

8214 Westchester Blvd., Suite 800
Dallas, TX 75225

Fax: 214-750-4522

Asique to crees creativo.
Agencia de publicidad Latino-
americana en el Sur de la Florida
busca directores de arte y re-
dactores con experiencia. Favor de
envlar résumé y cinco ejemplos
de trabajo al numero de fax: (561)
912-1133. Veamos lo que tienes.

CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK

Regional Ad Sales Manager
WebWeek, a leading Internet magazine, is seeking a dynamic, motivated go-getter
to sell and service new and existing accounts in the New York/Mid Atlantic region.
Based in NYC, the position requires a minimum of 3 years outside sales experi-
ence within the high tech industry. Candidate must have excellent presentation,
closing and communication skills. We offer an excellent compensation package in
exchange for your commitment to success. Please FAX or send your resume to:

MECKLERMEDIA CORP.
50 E. 42nd Street, 9th Floor

New York, NY 10017
Fax: 212-547-1830

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

ACCOUNT PLANNING/RESEARCH
#1 agency in Phila. has immediate opening for Planner/Researcher w/in-depth
knowledge of qualitative and quantitative research and strong strategic skills.
Previous agency/marketing experience a plus. Must have Excel. communica-
tions and presentation skills. Send or fax resume w/ salary requirements to:

B.Nolan, TIERNEY & PARTNERS
200 S. Broad St., Phila., PA 19102

Fax#: 215-790-4146. No phone calls, please. EOE

ADVERTISING
SPACE SALES

Major trade magazine publisher
seeks dynamic, energetic self
starter with proven sales record to
sell in the NY metro area. Good
presenter, quick thinker who thrives
in a team environment. 3 yrs experi-
ence required, publishing or market-
ing services experience a plus.
Salary, commission, benefits.

Fax resume and salary history to:

212-536-5353

MEDIA PLANNER
Small, fast -paced CT advertising
agency seeks media planner with
2+ years print and broadcast expe-
rience to work on the Virgin Atlantic
Airways Acct. Travel industry expe-
rience a plus. Blue chip client roster
and excellent opportunity for career
growth. Good benefits. Fax resume
and salary requirements to:

ATTN: MARY T. MOORE
203-750-6565

FILM & TV JOBS
Entry level to senior level professional
jobs in entertainment nationwide
(cable & TV networks, film/TV studios,
TV stations, etc.). 2x/mo. For info.,
Entertainment Employment Journal:
www.eej.com (888) 335-4335

"I SHOULD HAVE USED ADWEEK CLASSIFIED"

When you run Help Wanted ads in general publications, unsuit-
able applicants spring up in droves. They're impossible to inter-
view, slow the process down, and you lose time and money,
That's why, for important jobs in advertising, marketing and
media, it pays to use the industry leader ADWEEK CLASSIFIED.

Fax - (212) 536-5315 OR CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK

Use ADWEEK MAGAZINES to get National Exposure

ADVERTISING SALES
Entrepreneurial, fast growing pub-
lishing company seeks energetic
sales person interested in not just
selling, but educating potential
advertisers to the value of niche
health magazines.

Ideal candidate is highly motivated,
has excellent listening and commu-
nication skills, a generally optimistic
outlook on life and comfortable
working in quirky busy offices in the
West Village. Women's magazine/
Agency experience a plus.
PIs fax resume to (212) 741-8942.

STAMFORD CONNECTICUT

AD AGENCY
Account Executive to step into new
position managing business to busi-
ness accounts. 4-6 yrs of agency
exp, including media planning, pro-
duction and client service required.
Excellent opportunity. Fax resume
and salary history to:

Adv. Dir
Austin Lawrence Group

203/969-0266

PROMOTION
DIRECTOR

Promotion Director needed for busy
New York Creative Services arm of
national magazine publishing com-
pany. Minimum 5 years magazine
sales promotion experience required.
Management experience desired.
Must be jack-of-all-trades: copywriter/
editor/art director, with knowledge of
Quark and basic design, plus un-
derstanding of MRI, MMR research,
rate base & ABC circulation stan-
dards. Ability to handle pressure,
meet tight deadlines and liaison with
individuals at all corporate levels is
essential. Salary commensurate with
experience. NO PHONE CALLS,
please.

Please send resume WITH SALARY
HISTORY TO:

Petersen Publishing Co.
Attention: Promotion Director -ER

110 Fifth Ave., 4th Floor
New York, NY 10011

or Fax (212) 886-2806

COPY EDITOR
Adweek Magazines is looking for a
full-time copy editor accustomed to
working in a fast -paced weekly
newsroom environment. Candidate
must also be able to handle proof-
ing and copy editing of feature/
analysis pieces and should be famil-
iar with Quark CopyDesk. Familiarity
with technology and Internet issues
preferred. Salary to low 30s. Send
resume to: Department CT,
Adweek Magazines, 1515
Broadway, 12th Fl., NY, NY 10036.

EOE

New York - National Magazine Re-
presentative firm would like to Sub-
lease two good sized offices, to
other magazine or advertising re-
lated companies. Great location
some services. $950 an office.

Contact: Ofc Mgr, 212-588-9200
(Corner of Lexington & 55th)

3a3
Log Onto Adweek Online Today
 Help Wanted Ads - by job type - from all six

classified regions of Adweek, Brandweek, &
Mediaweek

 Contacts - the names and addresses you
need from fully searchable databases

 Stay Up - to - date on current news, people
moves, key industry issues, account changes

Visit our Website at: http://www.adweek.com
Call 1-800-641-2030 or 212-536-5319

e-mail: adweek@adweek.com
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No matter how ambitious you are, a successful career is built on a
good match between employer and employee.

JJ5t go online to www.careerpath.com and chit on Resume Connectior, where
we make sure an employer's needs and yours etch seamlessly.

We help you build a better resume and get i into the right hands, at your
discretion, providing you with the most effect te, sophisticated and secure way
10 pursue your career.

P:wered by the nation's leading newspapers arid top employers, CareerFath.com
brings you the largest number of the most cur -e -it job opportunities available.

CareerPath.com
Where employers and employees click.sm

The Arrow _ogo, CareerPath com logotype, and tagline are -vice marks of CareerPath com C7-. 1997



You CAN BE VACCINATED

AGAINST HEPATITIS, TB,

POLIO, AND SMALLPDX.

WHY NOT CANCER?

There's a point where science fiction becomes science. When it comes to vaccines against cancer that time may have finally arrived. Evidence now

exists that the body's immune system can recognize and destroy cancer cells. The goal of cancer immunology - and the Cancer Research Institute

- is to hamess this natural capacity for the control of cancer. Vaccines are just one area of research supported by the CRI. Since 1953, the Institute

has undertaken a wide range of laboratory science programs and patient -oriented clinical investigation. To offer your support or to find out more about

our work, call 1-212-688-7515 or write to the Cancer Research Institute, National Headquarters, 681 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10022-4209.

CANCER
RESEARCH
INSTITUTE

EXPLORING THE IMMUNE SYSTEM TO PREVENT, CONTROL, AND CURE CANCER.
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CALENDAR

Advertising Women of New
York will hold its Advertis-
ing Woman of the Year lun-
cheon Dec. 2 at the Marriott
Marquis Hotel in New York.
Honorees include Beth Gor-
don of The Media Edge;
Ann Moore, president, Peo-
ple magazine; and Linda
Srere of Young Et Rubicam
New York.

The Addressable Advertis-
ing Coalition will hold a
summit Dec. 4 at the New
York Palace hotel. Members
of the advertiser and media
communities interested in
speaking or attending
should contact Elizabeth
Barlow via fax at 914-255-
2231 or e-mail at gdncml@-
ix.netcom.com.

The California Cable Televi-
sion Association presents
The Western Show Dec. 9-
12 at the Anaheim Conven-
tion Center, Anaheim, Calif.
Contact: 510-428-2225.

New York Women in Film ft
Television presents its
annual holiday luncheon
honoring top talent Dec. 11
at the New York Hilton Et
Towers. Honorees include
Judy McGrath, president,
MTV Networks. Contact:
718-263-6633.

The 20th International
Sports Summit will be held
Jan. 14-15 at the Marriott
Marquis Hotel in New York.
Featured speakers will in-
clude Mike Levy, CEO, CBS
Sportsline. Contact Steve
Goodman at 301-493-5500.

The Cabletelevision Adver-
tising Bureau will present
CAB's Cable Sales Manage-
ment School 1998 Jan. 15-
17 in Orlando, Fla. (site
TBA). Contact Nancy Lagos
at 212-508-1229.

Media Notes
NEWS OF THE MARKET F t Ly A r t' T.,  :,,

'Oprah' Tops Sweeps
The Oprah Winfrey Show has
performed strongly again in the
November sweeps, pulling the
highest ratings of any daytime
TV show in Nielsen's 38 metered
markets in the first 18 days of
the sweeps period. Show distrib-
utor King World reports that
with an 8.6 DMA weighted aver-
age, Oprah outperformed all net-
work morning shows, talk shows,
soaps and other nationally syndi-
cated talk shows. During the
week of Nov. 17, the show went
on the road to New York and
featured guests including Janet
Jackson, Sarah Ferguson and
Paul McCartney.

Leno, NFL First to Get Winks
As part of its programming part-
nership with Wink Communica-
tions, NBC last week announced
that it will add interactivity to its
nightly broadcasts of The Tonight
Show With Jay Leno and weekly
broadcasts of National Football
League games starting next year.
NBC is the first U.S broadcast
network to deploy the Wink plat-
form, which will allow viewers
who have Wink -capable TV sets
to access special program ele-
ments onscreen via their set -top
boxes and remote controls. For
The Tonight Show, Wink will pro-
vide features such as guest
biographies, band information
and interactive trivia quizzes. For
NFL games, Wink features will
include continually updated
around -the -league scores, head -
to -head matchup information,
full team rosters with statistics,
current team rankings, a glossary
of football terms, coaching histo-
ries, team schedules with perfor-
mance data and individual team
draft information. The NBC
announcement coincided with an
announcement by Toshiba
America Consumer Products

that it will be the first manufac-
turer to market Wink -capable
TVs in the U.S. in 1998.

EW Intros Theater Section
Entertainment Weekly will intro-
duce a new quarterly theater
section in its Dec. 18 issue.
Called Stage, the section will
cover on- and off-Broadway pro-
ductions, touring shows, regional
theater and concerts, news,
reviews and box-office informa-
tion. Like the title's sections on
film, TV and books, Stage
reviews will include grades by
the magazine's critics.

NBC Orders More Fired Up
Not content to keep its Sharon
Lawrence vehicle, Fired Up, on

the back burner, NBC has
picked up the sitcom for an addi-
tional seven episodes. This
brings the total number of shows
ordered this season to 20. Intro-
duced last spring as a midseason
replacement on "Must -See TV"
Thursday night at 9:30, the Para-
mount Television-produced
show later moved to Monday at
8:30. In that time slot, Fired Up
has earned an average rating of
5.3 among adults 18-49.

Rosie-Babs Gab Hits High
Barbra Streisand helped propel
The Rosie O'Donnell Show to its
highest -ever ratings when the
reclusive star appeared on the
afternoon talk show Nov. 21.
O'Donnell's chat with Bobs-

Ex-Maxim editor Clare
McHugh takes top NW post.

`New
Woman'
Names
McHugh
Clare McHugh will
return to the realm of
women's service books
after her brief stint as
editor -in -chief of new-
comer men's book
Maxim. Following the
news two weeks ago
week that McHugh
had resigned from the
Dennis Publishing title
after only four issues,
Rodale Press last week
announced that it has

named her as editor -in -chief of its New Woman magazine, a
post that has been vacant since Betsy Carter left in mid -
October. McHugh, 36, served as executive editor for the
U.S. edition of Marie Claire from 1994 to 1996, working
under Bonnie Fuller, now the editor of Cosmopolitan.
Rodale bought New Woman from K -III last August.
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Media Notes
CONTINUED

which included an appearance by
James Brolin, Streisand's much -
hyped love interest-averaged a
10.2 rating/26 share in the
overnight markets. The show also
had the distinction of being the
most -watched syndicated talk
show of the day in Nielsen's
metered markets as well as the
highest -rated episode of daytime
programming this season,
according to Rosie distributor
Warner Bros. The Streisand ses-
sion even outperformed Rosie's
previous ratings high-the 8.9
rating/26 share earned when the
host greeted her lifelong crush,
Tom Cruise, last December.

'91 Is Golf Digest's Greenest
Golf Digest is having its best year
ever in ad pages, circulation and
total revenue, the New York
Times Co. announced last week.
Publisher Tom Brown credited
the high marks to a growing
interest in golf, spurred by high -
profile golfers such as Tiger
Woods and Ernie Els. The title
will up its rate base to 1,550,000
starting in February.

Cardell Heads Mecklermedia
Mecklermedia Corp. last week
announced that Christopher S.
Cardell, formerly executive vp
and chief operating officer of
the Westport, Conn.-based
company, has been promoted to
president. Cardell joined Meck-
lermedia, publisher of Internet
World, Web Week and Internet
Shopper, in January 1996 as
senior vp and chief financial
officer. In his new role, he will
retain his COO title.

Classic Sports Adds Subs
Classic Sports Network by
ESPN signed a deal last week
with MediaOne to expand its car-
riage by about 1 million sub-
scribers on MediaOne systems.

The service, which was pur-
chased by ESPN only months
ago, is already carried on
MediaOne systems serving the
Southeast and New England. It
will roll out onto systems in Cali-
fornia, Michigan, Ohio and Illi-
nois next year. Classic Sports
reaches 12 million homes.

ABC Radio Expands in Calif.
Radio Disney will expand to the
Oakland, Calif., market (DMA
No. 4), ABC Radio execs
announced last week. ABC
Radio has reached an agreement
to acquire KDIA-AM, currently
an urban -format station, for
$6.4 million from Pacific -FM
Inc. Disney will begin program-
ming the station with its chil-
dren's service by mid -Decem-
ber. Radio Disney is currently in
12 other markets, including Los
Angeles, Boston, Atlanta, Seat-
tle, Minneapolis/St. Paul and
Salt Lake City.

News Anchors on the Move
Floyd Kalber, for 40 years the
lead anchor at ABC's Chicago
O&O WLS-TV, has announced
that he will retire in March.
Speculation continues about
whether Ron Magers, the anchor
at Chicago's WMAQ who quit in
protest last summer over the
brief tenure of Jerry Springer as
WMAQ commentator, will take
Kalber's place. A source in the
station's news department said
that no decision has been made
yet. Elsewhere, Dina Ruiz, the
small -market anchor renowned
for being married to Clint East-
wood, last week left NBC affili-
ate KSBW-TV in Monterey -Sali-
nas, Calif., to care for the
couple's 11 -month -old daughter,
Morgan. However, Ruiz will
return to the station to work on
special events, according to a
KSBW representative.

Crooner Neville joins the kids cause on TNT.

TNT Fetes UNICEF
TNT will broadcast a live concert on Dec. 10 to celebrate
the 50th anniversary of the U.S. Committee for UNICEF.
The program, Gift of Song, will feature such artists as
Aaliyah, Bryan Adams, Mariah Carey, Mary Chapin
Carpenter, Celine Dion, Aaron Neville, Simply Red, Chris
Rock and Rod Stewart, along with other performers
and celebrities. Gift of Song essentially reprises a 1979
event that raised $10 million for UNICEF. Both the 1979
event and this year's special are produced by Ken Ehrlich
Productions. This year's event will be held at New York's
Beacon Theater.

Burks Upped at NBC Ent.
Lisa Burks has been named
manager, electronic publicity,
talent, radio and interactive
media for NBC Entertainment.
In the new position, Burks will
oversee radio interviews with
NBC talent and publicity cam-
paigns that involve interactive
media outlets. Burks has
worked in the electronic publici-
ty and talent relations depart-
ment since January 1996. She
will report to Kathleen Tucci,
vp of the department.

TPNI Shifts Execs
Turner Private Networks, the
division of Turner Broadcasting
that handles out -of -home, place -
based television networks, last
week announced several execu-
tive changes. Deborah Cooper,
vp and general manager of CNN
Airport Network, has been
named senior vp of TPNI. She
will continue to oversee the Air-
port Network, adding responsi-
bilities for all of TPNI's place -

based networks. Barbara Dean,
director of operations for the
Airport Network, becomes vp of
network technology and opera-
tions; Jesse Paynter, recently
named vp of sales and marketing,
will oversee all sales and market-
ing efforts for TPNI out -of -home
networks; and Jack Womack,
executive vp of CNN Headline
News, will add the job of oversee-
ing the editorial content of CNN
Airport Network programming.

Fox Kids Intros PSAs
Fox Kids Network last week
introduced the first in a series of
eight new public service
announcements to air through-
out this broadcast season. The
PSA campaign includes spots
featuring the Power Rangers Tur-
bo cast in support of D.A.R.E,
the international drug resistance
educational program. The PSAs
are produced by Saban Enter-
tainment, which produces the
Power Rangers, in association
with D.A.R.E.
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Company: Grey Advertising/MediaCom Worldw

Title: EVP Grey Media & Chairman MediaCom Worl

Job: Oversees $6 billion+ in media buying

Career: Started in marina management while playing rock & roll.
Joined Grey in 1972 as planner/buyer. Named Media Director Grey New
York at age 34 in 1981. Assumed worldwide responsibility in 1989.

Favorite Charity: Director, John Reisenbach Foundation, working
to improve the safety and quality of life in New York City.

Spare Time: Loves to be on the water because it brings people
together while challenging the individual. Idea of a perfect day: tacking
across Long Island Sound with daughter Eileen for a crew.
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#5 in a series

His Thoughts on Media:

Single -source research. Optimization.
Respondent level audience data. Modeling.
These new tools can be great. Too much of
what passes as media planning today is
really just a dumb recitation of the old rules
of thumb.

Bring on the black boxes! But use them
wisely. Our goal is not just lower CPMs. It is
greater media value for our clients.

Media connect with their audiences
in wonderfully varied ways. Few buyers,
however, spend the time to understand the
connections and make the most of them.

Understanding the bond between the
media and the consumer will continue to be
as important as knowing how to achieve
reach optimization with shrinking ratings.

As the newsweekly of the media business, MEDIAWEEK
follows closely the leadership ideas of key media executives. These

are the people who determine the content of media, the mix of
advertising media and the flow of advertising dollars.

We hope this ad series sheds a little light on the immediate
future of the media business and on MEDIAWEEK's mission: to
know where money is being spent on media, and why.
To subscribe, call 800-722-6658.
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BIG DEAL

REESESTICKS

Advertiser: Hershey
Agency: Ogilvy if Mather (expected)
Begins: April 19
Budget: $15 million (est.)
Media: TV, print

Seeking to add more crunch to its
Resse's franchise, Hershey
Chocolate will throw an estimated

$15 million behind the launch of
ReeseSticks, a high -fat entry that marries
crunchy wafers with Reese's trademark
peanut butter. Hershey will promote the
new product aggressively next year, and
will also likely use next summer's release
of Godzilla, as the candy giant has signed
on as a promotional tie-in partner with
Columbia Tri-Star Pictures.

The agency is likely to be Ogilvy &
Mather, N.Y., the shop handling most of
Reese's business.

Hershey will unleash its usual pro-
motional might with ReeseSticks, dis-
tributing 40 million coupons via on -pack
and an April 19 insert in Parade Maga-
zine. Print ads will appear in Sports Illus-
trated and People, among other books,
underscoring the wide target audience.

ReeseSticks is the second major
Reese's brand extension in the last
year, following on the heels of last win-
ter's launch of Reese's Cookie Cups.
That product got $9.5 million in ads
through August, per Competitive
Media Reporting.

The new entry comes in 2 -stick packs
with chocolate covering a wafer and
peanut butter. At 13 grams of fat and
220 calories per serving, it follows in
Reese's high -indulgence tradition.

The tie-in with Godzilla follows on
the heels of this year's link with Jurassic
Park: The Lost World. Special Godzilla-
marked wrappers and displays will begin
hitting retail in April, in anticipation of
a Memorial Day release.

In the year ended Oct. 12, Reese's
various entries had food, drug and mass
merchandiser sales of $421.2 million,
according to Information Resources
Inc. Kit Kat, meanwhile, had $136.2
million in sales. Through August, Her-
shey spent $22 million advertising its
Reese's products, versus $22.6 million
for all of 1996, per Competitive Media
Reporting. -Sean Mehegan

Real Money
ADVERTISING ACTIVITY IN THE MEDIA MARKETPLACE

RAMADA INNS
Advertiser: HFS
Agency: Messner Vetere Berger McNamee
Schmetterer/Euro RSCG, N.Y.
Begins: January
Budget: $7-10 million
Media: TV
After five years of running pure price -com-
parison ads, Ramada will drop its Red
(Ramada) versus Green (Holiday Inn) cam-
paign in favor of a $7-10 million push to sell
the HFS brand as a leader in service.

The new pitch carries on the humor of the
Red/Green ads, taking an edgy approach to
show just how far Ramada employees will go
to make their guests' experiences the best.
Over the past year or so, Ramada has been
working to improve service via an employee
training initiative dubbed "Personal Best."

The new tack was necessary because the
Red/Green campaign, while establishing
Ramada's place in the
market as a solid midscale
operator, left its identity
completely tied to a key
competitor, said Scott
Deaver, vp of marketing.

As Ramada's service
continues to improve,
Deaver hopes the chain
"will be able to make a
strong service superiority
claim," based on internal
data matching Ramada's record against the
competition's. That possibly could include a
service guarantee, said Deaver.

The ad strategy shift also was prompted
by complaints from franchisees of the 1,000 -
hotel chain who, while pleased to see their
reservations on the rise, lamented the lack of
nice property shots in the Red/Green ads.
The Personal Best campaign addresses that
issue by setting a trio of ads in top-notch
Ramadas in California.

One, set in a lobby, shows an employee
diving across the floor like Indiana Jones to
save a suitcase from being crushed, to the
tagline: "At Ramada, we throw ourselves
into our work." Another ad shows a maid
going after a fly, ninja-style, to the likely
kicker, "At Ramada, we attack even the
smallest problem." The third shows a bar
waiter jumping in front of a kid's water gun

to "take the bullet" for a sunbather, to the
possible tag, "At Ramada, we jump at the
chance to do something special." Every ad
will show the employees sporting "Personal
Best" buttons on their uniforms, as real
Ramada employees will.

Media buys, still being set, include prime -
time network TV and mainstream cable,
including CNN, ESPN and The Weather
Channel, said agency account director Cur-
tiss Bruno. Ramada's business skews 60 per-
cent business and 40 percent leisure; 70 per-
cent of business customers are men 25 to 54.

-Shannon Stevens

NASCAR 50TH ANNIVERSARY
Advertiser: Nascar, with corporate sponsors
Agency: Various
Begins: First quarter 1998
Budget: N/A
Media: TV, print

Ramada takes a
new tack.

In its most com-
prehensive market-
ing effort to date,
Nascar has mar-
shalled some of the
country's biggest
brands, including
Coke, McDon-
ald's, Pontiac, Kel-
logg, Procter &
Gamble and True
Value, for its spe-

cial 50th anniver-
sary effort that will

see more Nascar-themed TV programming,
promotion and advertising than ever.

Not only has Nascar beefed up its corpo-
rate sponsorship group, it has 250 hours of
incremental TV programming that will pro-
vide a legitimate, all -encompassing market-
ing platform to its sponsors.

"Our sponsors never really had a market-
ing platform before," said George Pyne, vp of
licensing and consumer products for Nascar.
"They all had to do it on their own. Now
we've given them a cross -promotional plat-
form, something we hope to do every year."

McDonald's, which may be walking away
from its longtime sponsorship of the NFL,
will leverage its "official drive -through
restaurant of Nascar" affiliation with two
dedicated television spots and a Nascar hap-
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py meal in August.
Coke, having wrested the soft-drink cate-

gory from Pepsi, is spending a minimum of
$5 million in print and electronic support,
including a large buy on Winston Cup tele-
casts. Coke will also run Nascar spots in
movie theaters and sponsor mini Nascar fan
fests at state fairs, while using a spate of Win-
ston Cup drivers in ads and promos. Pontiac
will be among the most active sponsors, look-
ing to send upwards of $5 million worth of
support. Kellogg's will dedicate three nation-
al promos to its Nascar alliance, along with
packaging detailing the sports history.
Another sponsor that will offer Nascar pack-
aging is Tide, rolling out a 50th anniversary
box in the first quarter. True Value Hard-
ware will back a sweeps offering either a
1998 Nascar vehicle or 1940s -era card promo
with TV support. -Teny Lefton

ENERGIZER DOUBLEBARREL FLASHLIGHT

Advertiser: Ralston -Purina
Agency: Checkmark, St. Louis (Eveready in-
house agency)
Begins: Early December
Budget: $2 million
Media: TV
Ralston -Purina, looking to expand its Ener-
gizer brand equity, will shortly break an esti-
mated $2 million holiday ad campaign in sup-
port of Energizer Double -Barrel, a high -end
flashlight launched earlier this year.

A 15 -second spot for DoubleBarrel,
dubbed "Assembly," touts the product's
unique two -chamber design and halogen bulb
that allows it to "burn brighter for longer
than any light in its class." The spot airs pri-
marily on male -oriented programming.

It is Ralston -Purina's first big push for
flashlights under the Energizer brand. In the
past, the company used the older Eveready
brand for flashlights, reserving Energizer for
batteries. The current push will continue well
into 1998.

"We wanted to save the Energizer name
for a product that really excelled," said Larry
Hibbard, R -P category manager for flash-
lights. "We'll continue to be judicious on how
we use it. We don't want to use it carte
blanche across the line. Eveready is a strong
name, not one we want to walk away from."

-Sean Mehegan

CMR TOP 50
A Weekly Ranking of the Top 50 Brands' Advertising in Network Prime Time

Week of Nov. 10-16, 1997

Rik Brand Class Spots

1 BURGER KING
2 DOMINO'S PIZZA
3 JC PENNEY--SALES ANNOUNCEMENTS
4 7 UP

RADIO SHACK
6 KFC

NEW LINE --MORTAL KOMBAT/ANHLTN MOVIE
8 MEtMs

TACO BELL
TARGET--MULTI-PRODUCTS

11 BUENA VISTA--FLUBBER MOVIE
12 JURASSIC PARK: THE LOST WORLD VIDEO
13 DURACELL--ALKALINE BATTERIES

FANNIE MAE FOUNDATION
FORD AUTOS --ESCORT
HYUNDAI AUTOS --VARIOUS MODELS
MASTERCARD--CREDIT CARD
MCI LONG DISTANCE --RESIDENTIAL
NISSAN AUTOS--ALTIMA
OLIVE GARDEN
SEARS --AUTOMOTIVE
SEARS--MULTI-PDTS
VISA --CREDIT CARD

24 ADVIL--COLD & SINUS CAPLET
PIZZA HUT
REVLON--COLORSTAY HAIR COLOR
UNIVERSAL --JACKAL MOVIE

V234
V234
V321

F221

V341

V234
V233
F211

V234
V324
V233
H330
H220
8189
T111

T112
B150
B142
T112
V234
V321

V321

8150
D212
V234
D141

V233
WARNER BROS.--MIDNIGHT in GRDN of GD Et EVIL V233

29 20TH CENTURY FOX --ALIEN RESURRECTION V233
ENTERPRISE RENT -A -CAR

PRIMESTAR--SATELLITE SYSTEM
32 1 -800 -COLLECT

20TH CENTURY FOX--ANASTASIA MOVIE
DISNEY-BEAUTY& THE BEASTVIDEO
BOSTON MARKET
BUENA VISTA-L/TTLE MERMAID MOVIE
GENERAL MILLS --CINNAMON GRAHAMS CRL
VISA --CHECK CARD

39 CAMPBELLS--SOUP
JC PENNEY--MULTI-PDTS
MCDONALD'S
NISSAN TRUCKS --FRONTIER
ROBITUSSIN COLD LIQ GEL CAPS
SUBWAY
TYLENOL --EXTRA STRENGTH GELTAB

46 AETNA U.S. HEALTHCARE --HMO PLAN
BETTY CROCKER--STIR N BK CAKE & FRST MX
COMPAQ--PRESARIO COMPUTER
DIMETAPP ELIXIR COLD MEDICINE

T414
H320
8142
V233
H330
V234
V233
F122

B150
F121

V321
V234
T118
D212
V234
D211

8210
F113
8311
D212

ELECTRASOL TABS --DISHWASHER DETERGENT H411

Ranked in order of total spots. Includes ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, UPN and WB. Regional feeds are counted as whole spots.
Source: Competitive Media Reporting
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Media Person
BY LEWIS GROSSBERGER

Speaking Frankly
AS LONGTIME READERS KNOW, MEDIA PERSON AL -

ways tries to keep this column light, lilting, frothy and

fanciful, much in the style of a Sigmund Romberg operetta or a Tariq

Aziz statement on weapons -inspection compliance, but there are times

when it becomes obligatory to delve into the dark side of the media.
This is such a time. The harsh truth is that for months a vast subter-
ranean project has been under way at the world's major news organi-

zations. All without exception have thrown themselves with herculean

(or, in the case of The New Yorker, Xena-warrior princessean) energy
and mighty expenditure of resources into a
full-scale, all-out, forest -killing Frank Sina-
tra Death Trip.

Now Media Person must confess he has
no personal knowledge whatever of the icon's
actual medical condition; for all MP knows,
Frank could be chasing the serving wench
around the swimming pool while shouting
"Ring -a -ding -ding!" even as MP writes. Or,
alternately, FS' life functions could termi-
nate after deadline but
three days before you
read this, leaving you
wondering why Media
Person seems so dated
this week. But accurate-
ly or inaccurately, the media titans are con-
vinced that the great one will drop at any
moment. And they are ready. Oh boy, are
they ready.

Already the gossip columnists have been
preparing the public for the festivities to come
the second respiration ceases, faithfully trans-
mitting all rumors without regard to veraci-
ty-that would only be an annoying irrele-
vance, indeed downright disrespectful-in the
case of such a living (if barely) legend. One
day, they say, Frank is breathing his last, with
loved ones gathered in hushed reverence
around the deathbed (reserved -seating only-
no one admitted during the last 10 minutes of
the performance), poignantly united now,
their differences forgotten in deference to the

patriarch. The next day we're told Frank was
seen shoveling in a hearty dinner as usual,
chasing it down with Jack Daniel's and regal-
ing his tablemates with riotous stories of the
days when he and Jilly Rizzo used to beat up
photographers. Day after that, he's back on the
respirator again, this time the family scream-
ing insults and pelting each other with hors
d'oeuvres while unheard, the nearly comatose
patient feebly croaks, "Please, somebody turn

The archives have been ransacked for clips and the taped tributes

are being spliced together, every one of them featuring "My Way."

up the oxygen."
These gossip items are as dogs barking

before the earthquake. The newspaper obits
have been written and are waiting patiently,
in a decapitated state, each to have a headline
and lead paragraph slapped on it and be
rammed into page one (continued on pages 4,
5, 8, 12, 26 and 38). The network archives
have been ransacked for clips and the taped
tributes are being spliced together, every one
of them prominently featuring "My Way."
The New York tabloids are straining to outdo
each other in snappy front-page banners. "Old
Closed Eyes," they will blare. Or maybe
"Chairman of the Buried." The newspaper
cartoonists are all busy depicting Frank
approaching the Pearly Gates with St. Peter,

Dean Martin, Sammy Davis Jr. and Peter
Lawford waiting to greet him, drinks in hand,
and Dino chortling, "Hey, paisano, this joint
ain't half -bad since Sam Giancana took over."

Tina Brown's New Yorker is on red alert,
of course, and aching to go. Another of her
fabulous theme issues is ready to roll off the
presses the minute the word comes from Cal-
ifornia, with several heavyweight British nov-
elists analyzing Sinatra's impact on their psy-
ches, law maven Jeffrey Toobin on the will
and Tina herself contributing a chatty yet
insightful piece on the time she and Anna
Wintour invited Sinatra to lunch and he for-
got to show up. Art Spiegelman's witty cover
drawing of Sinatra with the women in his
life-done as a parody of Where's Waldo?-
will surely raise some eyebrows.

Vanity Fair has a 260 -page Annie Lieb-
ovitz pictorial ready to roll featuring a stun-
ning color portrait of every musician who
ever backed up Sinatra, plus a brilliant con-
trarian piece by Christopher Hitchens-
unfortunately edited down to only four para-
graphs long-pointing out that most of the
time Sinatra was a boorish jerk, though sure-
ly not as big a jerk as Mother Teresa. People
is planning to swing into total Frank mode,
with eight issues in a row devoted to the life

of the crooner, inter-
spersed with a special
tribute issue on his col-
lection of vintage swiz-
zle sticks.

Of course the pub-
lishing industry is poised to flood the book-
stores with paperback bios, including one
written in less than 15 minutes by a special
team of investigative reporters from the
Weekly World News, the same ones who broke
the news that Janet Reno is considered a sex
object in Japan. They reveal that Sinatra once
impregnated an alien.

All that's necessary to uncork the entire
extravaganza is one tiny event, and the media
are growing impatient for it. In fact, they've
asked Media Person to pass a message to the
beloved superstar: Hey, Frank no disrespect,
you know we love you, man, you're the greatest
and all that, but could you please get a move
on? We've got a lot of money tied up in this
thing. Do it, already!
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